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RON HAUGE, freshman in art and Montana Kaimin artist, put his talents to 
work on the windows of Miller Hall. According fo Hauge (see cartoon on page 
2) “Nixon Claus” has come to the UM campus packing a bag of tricks—not a 
sack of goodies like the more-traditional Santa Claus. (Montana Kaimin 
photo by Craig Haley)
Ford sworn in as VP
HW may lose tax-exempt bonds
Washington AP
Gerald Ford was sworn in as the 
nation’s 40th vice president last 
night, becoming the first man to take 
office under the Constitution’s 25th 
Amendment.
Ford was sworn in just over an hour 
after the House, by a 387 to 35 vote, 
completed Congress’ confirmation 
of his nomination as vice president
Republicans broke into applause as 
the electronic vote counters on each 
end of the House chamber hit an ab­
solute majority of 218 votes for 
Ford’s confirmation.
Afterward, the full House and spec­
tators jamming the public galleries 
apolauded as Ford himself entered 
the chamber and joined Speaker Carl 
Albert on the speaker’s podium.
Ford, who has been House 
Republican leader, had served in the 
same chamber for 25 years.
Reorganization plan not finalized
The revised reorganization plan will 
not be distributed this week, Richard 
Landini, academic vice president, 
said yesterday.
Landini said his plan, was not 
finished, and he would not say when 
it will be distributed, t
Landini’s original reorganization 
plan, distributed in September, 
placed the 37 departments and 8 
schools of the University into five 
colleges.
Responses to the original plan were
Board of Regents to adopt new residency policy
The Board of Regents of Higher 
Education plans to adopt a policy 
concerning residency requirements 
for students in Montana universities 
and colleges at its meeting in Helena 
Monday.
Under the new policy, a student from 
another state would be able to obtain 
residency while going to school if 
able to show that she or he now con­
siders Montana “ home” and plans to 
live here permanently.
Emma Lommasson, University of 
Montana registrar, said “Before this
Ford took the oath solemnly until he 
stumbled on the words near the end 
and broke into his broad, familiar 
smile.
Most of the House debate on Ford’s 
nomination had been in his favor.
After his nomination, Ford invited a 
full investigation by Congress of his 
past to establish the precedent that 
he should get as much exposure as 
one who campaigns for election.
Ford has said his major job as vice 
president will be to become “a calm 
communicator and ready con­
ciliator”  to reduce friction and bring 
cooperation between the White 
House and Congress.
Ford generally supported the 
President’s programs not only 
because he was House Republican 
leader but because, he said, the two 
men Share about the same beliefs 
and philosophies.
collected until Nov. 1 and are now 
being used to formulate the revised 
plan, he said.
Landini said further responses to 
reorganization will be collected until 
Jan. 15 and a re p o rt on 
reorganization will be presented to 
the Faculty Senate in Febryrary.
If the plan is favored by the majority 
of the faculty, President Pantzer will 
present the plan to the Board of 
Regents for approval, he said.
He said if the plan is approved it 
would become effective July 1.
fall, when fees were not assessed by 
credits, students who were limited 
registrants (students carrying less 
than seven credits) could become 
residents while going to school if 
they clearly showed us they were go­
ing to live in Montana."
Last year when she was assistant 
registrar she did not handle cases in 
which students had more than seven 
credits and wanted residency, Lom­
masson said, and she said she did 
not know how they were handled. 
Some of the criteria used to
By Steve Forbis
Special to the
Montana Kaimin
The Hoerner Waldorf Corp, may face 
loss of the tax-free status for in­
dustrial revenue bonds it used to 
finance pollution control facilities at 
its Frenchtown pulp mill if the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
determines that the extension of the 
useful life of the recovery furnace 
capacity at the plant violates the 
basis upon which the IRS approved 
the bonds.
Tom Tucci, acting Chief of Audit in 
the IRS office in Helena, told the 
Montana Kaimin yesterday that if 
facts were withheld from the IRS by 
Hoerner Waldorf at the time the IRS 
was determining the tax-free status 
of the bonds, there would be grounds 
for the IRS to withdraw its approval 
of the bonds.
Hoerner Waldorf might be subject to 
legal action by investors in the bonds 
if the tax-free status of them is 
revoked.
The bonds were given IRS approval 
under Sec. 103 (c) (4) (F) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, which allows 
the interest on bonds let through 
counties and to finance pollution 
control equipment to be exempt from 
taxation. Money raised through the 
bonds can be used only to control 
pollution.
Hoerner Waldorf asked the IRS in 
1971 to exempt $15 million of bonds 
to be let through Missoula County 
from taxation because the money 
raised was to be used to control plant 
emissions.
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Kaimin withholding $3 3 ,7 00  in printing costs
news
analysis
By Wally Parker
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The Montana'Kaimin has not paid its 
printing bills for a year. There is no 
agreement on when it should resume 
payments, how much it should pay 
when it does, or
how much it owes 
fo r the year’s 
charges by the 
University of Mon­
tana P rin tin g  
Services.
Apart from these questions, 
negotiations have been going on for 
months between the P rin ting 
Services and the Kaimin over cost 
breakdowns in the billing procedure, 
advertising copy deadlines, "make 
goods" for printing errors In advertis­
ing and over who should bear re­
sponsibility for provision of a 
proofreader.
Recommendations for settlement of 
the latter differences were made last 
week by intermediaries for both 
sides' of the dispute. The recommen­
dations were discussed at a meeting 
between Kaimin editor Bill Owen and 
P rin ting Services D irector Al 
Madison. Owen said there is a good 
chance for agreement.
The outlook is not so optimistic for
determine, if a student intends to live 
in Montana are whether he or she 
has: secured a ’ Montana driver’s 
license, filed a Montana income tax 
statement, declared Montana the. 
state of residence on a federal in­
come tax statement and registered to 
vote in a Montana county.
Lommasson said files for application 
for Montana residency are sent to a 
committee that reviews the ap­
plication according to the criteria 
and the intent of the student.
Most, other items on the Board’s
As part of its pollution control 
program, the company decided to 
abandon two recovery furnaces then 
in use and replace them with a new 
furnace equipped to meet pollution 
standards.
The IRS, based on information sup­
plied by the company and the state, 
agreed with the company that the 
purchase of .the new furnace was 
solely for the purpose of pollution 
control and that, although a furnace 
is normally considered a piece of 
production equipment, the new 
furnace could be financed using the 
tax-exempt bonds.
The new furnace, according to the 
company, replaced two older 
furnaces that-had an average remain­
ing useful life of 11.5 years. The new 
furnace will last 25 years. When 
asked if the amount of time the new 
furnace will out-last the ones it 
replaced represented an extension 
of the production capability of the 
plant, Marvin McMichaels, public- 
relations manager of the Frenchtown 
mill, said, "Yeah, I guess it does.”
The state investigated the new 
furnace installation to determine 
whether it fell under a special 
property tax classification for 
pollution control equipment. The 
state Board of Equalization ruled that 
the portion of the furnace that 
replaced the two older, furnaces 
could be classified under the 
pollution control exemption only for 
the amount of time that the two older 
furnaces would have lasted. The 
state thus concluded that 11.5-25ths 
of the furnace could be classified as 
pollution control equipment.
According to Tucci, under IRS 
regulations projects that extend the 
life of a plant or part of a plant are not 
to be financed with tax-free bonds.
One letter from Hoerner Waldorf to 
the IRS during the time the company 
was attempting to get IRS approval 
of the bond issue stated that the only 
benefit the company would receive 
from the pollution control project 
was an "insignificant saving on 
chemical recoveryand nothing else.”
Tucci said that if the IRS determined 
any facts "n o t presented or 
misrepresented” by the company 
proved to be substantive, the IRS 
could revoke the tax exemption on 
the bonds.
If the tax-free status of the bonds is 
revoked, investors holding the bonds 
would be required to pay income tax 
on the interest they receive from the 
bonds.
The total amount of income tax that 
would then have to be paid to the 
federal government varies with the 
tax bracket of each investor. Ac­
cording to Gail Owen, a local writer 
studying the bond issue, if investors 
are assumed to pay 30 per cent on 
their earnings and if the interest paid 
by the bonds is assumed to be 1 per 
cent less than the going rate on non- 
'taxfree bonds in 1971, the total 
amount of additional income tax 
revenue the government would 
receive would be more than $6 
million. Both the 30 per cent and 1 
per cent figures are conservative, 
Owen claims.
an easy or early settlement of the 
printing bill, however.
The University Business Office 
records indicate that the Kaimin 
owes the Printing Services $33,700. 
Madison 'said yesterday that the 
$33,700 figure is based on the ac­
cumulated total costs of a daily 
charge of $55 a page per day, plus 
extra charges for picture work, color 
and other special services.
Kaimin business manager Conrad 
Yunker and Owen, however, as 
representatives for the Kaimin, 
believe the $33,700 figure is an 
overcharge, the y  base their claim on 
the understanding that the $55 per 
page charge was supposed to 
represent the cost to the Printing 
Services for printing the Kaimin plus 
10 per cent for depreciation.
Owen cited this year’s average cost 
per page of $48 as evidence that $55 
charged last year was an overcharge.
The difficulty in resolving this issue 
is that according to Madison, there is 
no way to determine the Printing 
Services’ costs last year under the 
bookkeeping system they used then.
Madison also says the $55 charge he 
quoted was charged only as a flat 
rate. He said that when he became 
Printing Services directorthe Kaimin
agenda are connected with updating 
policy from the old Board of Regents 
that existed under the 1889 Montana 
constitution.
At the meeting Monday, the regents 
also will meet with the Board of 
Public Education as the State Board 
of Education.
Bill Lannan, an aide to the com­
missioner of higher education, said 
yesterday the state board will dis­
cuss its role in coordinating the 
budgets of the two boards.
was billed a flat rate and that he has 
raised that rate over the years as 
labor charges and other factors in­
volved in printing have increased in 
price.
What will happen with respect to the 
overcharges claim is uncertain. Last 
week Publication Board directed 
Yunker to have an accountant draw 
up questions for the Printing 
Services. Hopefully the answers to 
these questions’, if in fact they can be 
determined will indicate whether the 
Kaimin was overcharged and point 
the way to a settlement of the matter.
Auditor appointed
E. Donald Erickson, Havre, Mont., 
has been appointed internal auditor 
at the University of Montana by 
President Robert Pantzer.
Erickson is filling the position left by 
Ray Menier, who is presently em­
ployed at the University of Idaho.
As internal auditor, Erickson is in 
charge of reviewing the University’s 
business and financial procedures, 
• and making recommendations to 
•Pantzer as to changes and im­
provements.
Erickson will also serve as a liason 
between the University and all visit­
ing auditors.
U n d e r th e  1972 M o n ta n a  
constitution, which provides for two 
separate boards, the State Board of 
Education subm its a unified 
education budget to the governor for 
him to submit to the legislature.
Lannan said the state board probably 
also will consider the requests for 
supplemental appropriations made 
by all the units of the state education 
system. He said the requests are now 
in the State Budget Office, and after 
being approved by the state board, 
will be submitted to the governor.
H ave a Merry
This is the final issue o f the M ontana Kalm in  fo r Fall Quarter. We 
w ill resume publication on Jan. 8,1974. As usual, we have not had 
the space to  cover every event on campus as well as we would 
have wished. We o ffe r our apologies to  any person or departm ent 
that feels they have been s lighted. We do hope, however, that you 
have enjoyed and have been in form ed by the coverage we 
presented.
We w ill be expanding our da ily  coverage during W inter Q uarter to 
include the Montana legislative session. We w ill be sending two 
reporters to  Helena—Steve Shirley, currently  the Montana 
Review editor, and Pat Murdo, one o f our associate edito rs—and 
we feel that they w ill do an excellent job. Frank Danichek, one o f 
our contributing writers, w ill also be in Helena and w ill be con­
tribu ting  articles periodically.
Until then, enjoy your vacation and "Have a M erry.”
B ill Owen
letters
Editor: The women’s lib  movement has, of course, given birth to many 
worthwhile improvements, but it has also spawned at least one linguistic 
monstrosity. One can, with some ease, accept the new form Ms as filling an 
empty slot in our language; but, is chairperson, o r even chairwoman, really 
necessary? Chairperson is fast infiltrating our newspapers, magazines, and 
even the publications of at least one o f our most august scholarly institutions, 
The Modern Language Association o f America. If we go the route of 
chairperson, we may as well start talking about clergyperson, churchperson, 
countryperson, journeyperson, kinsperson, longshoreperson, foreperson, 
postperson, brakeperson, milkperson, redperson, Peking person, inner 
person, personhour, personhunt, personservant, personslaughter, 
personhole, personmade, personkind, personhood, personly, personliness, 
person o f the world, person in the street, person of God, person of straw, 
person of war, person o'war bird. We may even talk about personing the ship 
and personing the production lines. And finally, Persons’ Room. Now surely, 
we would want to be able to tell what is behind the door labeled “ Persons’ 
Room" wouldn’t we? So, we will have to start talking about Persons’ Room in 
contrast to Wopersons’ Room. This will lead to flagperson and flagwoperson, 
policeperson and policewoperson, salesperson and saleswoperson, 
personish and wopersonish, person of the house and woperson o f the house, 
and—chairperson and chairwoperson. Most surely, woperson—or 
fepersons—would wish to distinguish woperson power from person power, 
woperson suffrage from person suffrage, and most o f all, wopersons’ lib from 
persons' lib!
The insistence on such forms as chairperson, cochairperson, and 
chai rpersonship only goes to show how uninformed avid wopersons and their 
campfollowers can be. What does the form man mean in its various contexts? 
The modern man comes from Old English man (in various spellings, as early 
as 971 A.D.). The meaning o f Old English man, along with its cognates in all 
the Germanic languages was two-fold: (1) “an adult male hymanjaeing" and 
(2) "a human being of either sex." Moreover, the more common meaning of 
man in Old English was the latter—“human being or person" without 
reference to age or sex, and the distinctive sex terms were wer "man, adult 
male" and wit “woman, adult female." The forerunner of modern woman, Old 
English wifman, meant literally “ female human being" or "female person." 
The dual meaning of man has continued in English down to  the present day, 
although the meaning "human being" has become somewhat more 
constricted in that it occurs now only In general or indefinite applications. In 
many words such as swordsman, penman, policeman, chairman,.etc., the 
unstressed form man is no longer even a word, but, in effect, a derivational 
suffix with meanings of, roughly, “one who is skilled in the use o f something" 
(a sword, a pen) o r “one who isconnected with some act" (policing, chairing). 
In short, why bring in a relative johnny-come-lately person (originally from 
Old French) to replace a perfectly good English form man? Do we really want 
to talk about Shakespeare's Two Gentlepersons o f Verona, Pope's An Essay 
on Person, Shaw's Person and Superperson, O’Neill’s The Iceperson 
Cometh? Must we open Milton’s Paradise Lost and read: “Of Person’s First 
Disobedience, and the Fruit/Of that Forbidden tree . . .? "
Merrel Clubb
Chairman, Department o f English
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CASH FOR CARS! 
Jim’s Used Cars
1700 Stephens 
543-8269
Full Service
Facilities
at
Grizzly Lincoln 
Mercury
OUR GOAL 
NO UNHAPPY 
OWNERS!
Applications are being accepted 
for the position of Student Ac­
tion Center Coordinator. The 
position is appointed by the 
ASUM President, arid pays $80 • 
per month. Job descriptions and 
applications are available in the 
ASUM Offices, U.C. 105. Appli­
cations are due 5:00 Friday, 
December 7, in the ASUM 
Offices.
The Air Force Pilot 
has it made*
Air Force ROTC 
will help you make it.
Here’s how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give 
you free flying lessons. I t’ll be in a Cessna 150- 
you’re started towards the day when you’ll solo 
in an Air Force jet.
That’s only one of the fringe benefits of the Air 
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this: 
Scholarships—6,500 of them that cover full tui­
tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus 
lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.
Interested?
Contact the University of Montana 
at (406) 243-4011
Get your college career off the ground in Air 
Force ROTC.
Christm as Party
Wed. & Thurs.
Dec. 12 & 13th 
See Santa Clause 
Free Pepsi
Contests for Free Pizza!
We Deliver 12 Noon t il 12 M idnight 
Live M usic Wed-Sun 9 to M idn ight
LITTLE BIG BULL SESSIONS 
2 for 1 BEER Fri. 4-6 P.M.
2—Friday, December 7, 1973
WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND by Jack Anderson
To the despair o f his advisers, President Nixon still hasn't 
made the unpopular choice between gas rationing and 
tax increases. There simply won't be enough gas to keep 
up with consumption. The President fears, however, the 
public will never accept rationing in peacetime.
As an alternative, the Treasury Department has pleaded 
with the President to add a tax of 30 to 40 cents on every 
gallon of gas. Opponents argue this is indirect rationing, 
which will keep the poor off the highways and leave 
pleasure driving only for the wealthy.
The Treasury tried to get around this objection by 
proposing a tax rebate for thfe gas that families need for 
essential driving. In other words, the government would 
allot each family, say, 8,000 miles a year at 15 miles per 
gallon. The gas taxes for this amount would be refunded 
at the end of the year. The Treasury experts argue this 
would favor the poor who have smaller cars. The rich, 
who drive Cadillacs and Continentals, would be 
penalized.
But the President refused to listen to any talk of tax in­
creases. He turned down a half-dozen Treasury 
proposals for a gas tax. For three years, he has ignored 
urgent appeals to plan for the energy crisis.
His advisers now warn that he can’t put off a decision any 
longer.
Whether the President decides on rationing or taxing, it 
will require costly bureaucratic machinery. So his 
subordinates are gearing up for both possibilities—at 
considerable expense to the taxpayer—while the 
President makes up his mind.
Blaming the Jews: Washington officials, meanwhile, fear 
the Arab oil boycott could cause some ugly repercus­
sions when the public starts to feel the economic impact. 
But high Treasury officials fear that the economic 
hardships raised by the oil shortage could produce a 
nasty anti-Semitic backlash. They expect the profes­
sional rabble-rousers to take to the soapbox and blame 
the Jews for the hardships. Already, the anti-Semitic c li­
que is crying: “Why should the American people suffer to 
save Israel?"
A prolonged Arab embargo, in the opinion of the experts, 
will cause plant shutdowns, economic dislocations and, 
ultimately, a severe recession. The tighter the economic' 
pinch gets, officials fear, the uglier the public mood will 
become.
An anti-Israeli bias is already growing inside the
government. Officials in the State and Treasury 
departments, in particular, blame Israel more than the 
Arab countries for America's oil plight. Their secret 
reports describe Israel as totally lacking in under­
standing of the U.S. energy problem.
The wrath of the American people may be directed 
against the Arabs, as Kissinger believes. But most ex­
perts fear the Jews will become the scapegoats.
The ‘Whipped Man’: Friends of Spiro Agnew, the 
disgraced former Vice President, describe him as a 
"whipped man." All his life, he has been poor but proud. 
Before he went into politics, he worked in a grocery store 
for $100 a week, then opened a law office. The most he. 
earned from his law practice was short of $200 a week. 
Yet he always held his head up. It was his pride and bear­
ing that made him successful in politics.
His friends say it was this same fierce pride that made him 
protest his innocence until his attorneys warned that he 
faced a likely prison term unless he pleaded no contest 
and accepted a conviction for income tax evasion.
Agnew has taken his public disgrace hard, say his 
friends. He still pleads with them that he did no wrong, 
that he gave no government favors for the cash gifts he 
accepted from Maryland contractors.
But his biggest worry now is how to make a living. He 
faces disbarment from the law professidn. Sources close 
to thedisbarment proceedings tell me acompromise plan 
will probably be worked out simply to suspend Agnew for 
a year or so. Even if he is allowed to practice, potential 
clients are wary that his notoriety will boomerang against 
them. As Agnew told a friend bitterly, "The clients aren't 
breaking down my door."
Only three months ago, Spiro Agnew was the leading 
contender for the 1976 Republican Presidential 
nomination. Today, he would settle for his old $200-a- 
week law practice.
Caugth In the Middle: There was skepticism in 
Washington over the appointment of Leon Jaworski as 
the special Watergate prosecutor. It was clear that 
Archibald Cox had been fired for pushing his inves­
tigations too vigorously for President Nxion's comfort.
Jaworski, as the replacement chosen by the President, is 
on the spot. If he pursues the investigations with the same 
vigor, he may also bump heads with Nixon. But if 
Jaworski holds back, he will be accused of whitewashing.
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Outfitting & Packing 
11th ANNUAL CLASS 
Learn the art of packing
horses and mules.
20 Hours of Instruction Winter Qtr.
Pre-Registration-Fee Required—Limited Number
CALL NOW 549-2820
57th  FO R ESTER ’S BALL
Com ing Soon
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Western Indians trained at Job Corps camp
By Clarence McConnell 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
A tribal owned and operated all-In­
dian job corps camp on the Flathead 
Reservation is presently giving 
vocational training to young Indian 
men from all over the west but has no 
students from the reservation on 
which it is located.
The center is the only one of its kind. 
Its success o r 
fa ilu re  and its 
methods could be 
g u id e lin e s  fo r  
fu tu re  Ind ia n  
education p ro ­
jects.
news
opinion
The  ca m p  is
• basically a trade school which offers 
courses in heavy equ ipm ent 
operation, heavy equ ipm ent 
maintenance and repair, cooking, 
carpentry, automotive service and 
repair, and forestry (basically 
logging).
The camp also offers a General 
Education Diploma (G.EtO.) for 
corpsmen who have dropped out of 
high school. The G.E.D. program 
offers courses in math, reading, 
language arts, occupation ex­
p loration, art and physica l 
education.
Ail students are taught on an in­
dividual basis with the exception of 
those enrolled ip some heavy 
equipment project classes which re­
quire group corpsman participation 
to get a job done.
Each student works on a one-to-one 
basis with his teacher at his own 
speed. There are two reasons for this 
teaching method. One is to eliminate 
the competitive pressure which 
forced many of the corpsmen to drop 
out of high school. The second is 
because with new recruits coming to 
the camp almost every week it would 
be impossible under such an influx of 
students to set up group timetables 
for education.
When both student and instructor 
think the student is ready, the G.E.D. 
corpsman is taken to Kalispell Com­
munity College where he takes the 
state GzE.D. test.
Although the G.E.D. program is not 
mandatory, tfie camp administration 
urges every corpsman to enroll in it.
All 144 corpsmen are of Indian 
descent. There is no set quota 
pertaining to the percentage of In­
dian blood one must have to become 
a student at the camp. The camp 
director, Dave McGuigan, said that 
an applicant could have as little as 
1/100 of Indian blood and still be 
accepted into the camp.
However, most of the corpsmen are 
at least half Indian.
The corpsmen come from all states 
west of the Mississippi except 
Hawaii.
Most of them are high school
'Thank Goodness It's Friday
T.G.I.F.
SPECIAL
EVERY FRIDAY 
Select Misses & Jr. 
Pants — 40% off 
&
Misses & Jr. Pant
Suits — 30% off 
Robes & Nighties — 
25% off
.THE
Caras Plaza, 1533 S. Ave. W. 
Starting Dec. 10-24,
The Ladybug will open till 9 p.m.
dropouts, McGuigan said. Some 
have had trouble with the law and 
some are at the camp as an 
alternative to parole or jail!
The camp does not recruit students. 
Recruitment is done by the em­
ployment agencies of each state.
According to several corpsmen, 
many of the recruiters in the state 
agencies fail to inform them of the 
living conditions at the camp. Some 
corpsmen, say recruiters promised 
that they would be able to take 
courses which do not exist.
McGuigan said this may be a result of 
a federal program which used to pay 
agencies so much a person for job 
corps trainees they recruited. Often, 
in an attempt to attract trainees, 
recruiters would give incorrect in­
formation. McGuigan said that 
method is no longer used. He said 
the agencies are paid the same
. amount for recruitment regardless of 
the number o f men they recrpit.
The camp, owned and administered 
by the Federated Tribes on the 
Flathead Reservation, is financed on 
a two-year contract basis by the 
Department of Labor.
The camp gives each corpsman food 
and clothing and a spending 
allowance which starts at $30 a 
month and gradually increases to 
$50 a month.
Many army-like restrictions are 
placed upon the students. The 
corpsmen cannot leave the cafnp 
without a pass. Allowances and 
■weekend passes can be withheld if 
they are away without permission or 
if they do not do all of their camp 
duties.
They live in army-type barracks; they 
get up and have “ lights out" at set 
times. Students who earn "honor 
points” in the classroom or at work 
are put in an "honor dorm" where 
they receive special privileges.
Corpsmen can quit the camp, and if 
they quit they are furnished 
transportation home.
It usually takes a corpsman a little 
under two years to finish his 
education at the camp.
The average entrant into the camp 
stays only six months. McGuigan 
said one main cause for short stays is 
that entrants already have es­
tablished a tendency to drop out of 
almost any kind of educational 
system.
Christm as Gifts
FOR EVERYONE IN 
THE FAMILY 
(Or for your room mate)
Shop Today!!
Free Gift Wrapping 
Christmas Gifts Free For 
The Following Winners
Pamela Turner 
Debbie Blanks 
Carolyn W ilhelm 
Marlene M iller 
Heidi Beals
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The camp does not assist in finding 
jobs for any corpsman leaving the 
school whether he has finished his 
schooling or not. Placement is han­
dled by various state employment 
agencies.
A recent report covering the 
placement of Montana Job Corps 
reveals that 91.8 per cent of the Job 
Corps graduates were placed during 
the last year. To really comprehend 
the meaning of that figure one must 
understand what agericies consider 
as placement.
The agencies consider a man placed 
if they find him any kind of job. The 
job need not have anything to do with 
his chosen line of vocational study at 
the camp. They even consider a man 
placed if he is admitted into the 
Armed Forces.
This may not appear to be much of an 
accomplishment but many of the 
young men entering the camp are 
totally unemployable* because of 
illiteracy, criminal records or the lack 
of any work experience.
The classes, especially the heavy 
equipment class, are sometimes 
used to do publjc service work for 
non-profit organizations. Corpsmen 
have built football fields and 
bleachers for high schools, a main 
street for a town, parks and roads, 
and filled in several land fill garbage 
dumps.
These public works, however, have 
not put the corpsmen in community 
favor. McGuigan said the local police 
are harder on corpsmen than they 
are on local people. He said there are 
businesses in the community into 
which corpsmen are not allowed.
They have been forcefully ejected 
from a couple o f bars.
The animosity of the community 
toward the corpsmen is not com­
pletely without reason.
Corpsmen have at times stolen cars, 
broken windows, committed crimes 
and created various other dis­
turbances from time to time.
Some corpsmen claim the friction 
between the corpsmen and the 
townspeople is generated by the’ 
racial bigotry o f some white 
businessmen.
Another cause of trouble might be 
courts using the Job Corps as a 
dumping ground for the criminal 
element of society.
Stephanie Cole 
Sally Gro,gony 
Suzanne C orn ing 
Pat Dasilua 
Cathy Hemstad
This element might keep tim id young 
people who could use the education 
offered at Job Corps Camps from go­
ing to them. It could also serve to 
initiate impressionable corpsmen 
into ways of crime.
An oddity concerning this all-Indian 
camp is that not one Indian from the 
reservation on which the camp is 
located is attending the camp on an 
educational basis. Many local tribal 
members are working and teaching 
at the camp for salaries, but not one 
of the many Indians on the 
reservation who could use the 
schooling is enlisted in the camp.
Furthermore, McGuigan said that 
neither the tribal administration nor 
the camp administration encourages 
loca l Indian youth to enlist in the 
camp.
He said the reservation Indians 
would never be able to live in the 
camp with their home environment 
so close. He added they would cause 
trouble within the camp by drawing 
resident corpsmen with them onto 
the reservation when corpsmen 
should be in the camp.
Thus Indians from all over the West, 
but not from the Flathead 
Reservation, come to the Job Corps 
camp on the Flathead Reservation. 
Young Indians from the Flathead 
Reservation must leave the 
reservation to find vocational 
schooling.
LAND
ROVER 
Authorized Sales and Service
Datsun
Ask About 
Our 90 Day 
Used Car
Warranty
260-Z Pickup
MISSOULA IMPORTS
2715 Highway 93 So. 549-5178
'We Appreciate Your Business"
— WHILE THEY LAST —
SATURDAY ONLY:
FREE T-SHIRT WITH ANY PURCHASE
Many Select Slacks & Pants 
ONLY 
$4.50
Waterbeds by Wavecrest 
Reg. $21.95 —
ONLY $14.95!
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY
Elevator to be built 
in University Lodge 
for handicapped
The construction of an elevator in the 
Lodge for handicapped students is 
expected to be completed Winter 
Quarter, Wallace Roberts, an 
architect for the University of Mon­
tana physical plant, said yesterday.
Carson Vehrs, Food Service di rector, 
said the cost of building the elevator 
was funded from a capital budget re­
quest made two years ago.
Vehrs -said the elevator is not 
operational because it needs hinges 
to make the doors open the right 
way.
Roberts said the elevator was 
designed by an outside firm. He said 
he did not know when the idea to 
build the elevator started but that 
architects Whitwer and Price were 
placed on the project last March. 
Roberts said the bid for the project 
was issued last April and that the 
contract was awarded to Hightower 
and Wallace Construction Co. last 
May,
Roberts said the elevator is not 
operational now because some of 
the equipment that keeps the doors 
closed was damaged. He said the 
materials needed for completion of 
the elevator are in Missoula and that 
the damaged equipment is now be- 
ing'repaired.
We Service
ALL MAKES 
of Foreign 
Cars
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UM Greeks to get inform ation office
The University of Montana Round 
Table of Presidents, made up of all of 
the fraternity presidents, and the 
Pan-Hellinic Council, made up of UM 
so ro rity  presidents, obtained 
permission from Student Union 
Board Tuesday to open a centralized 
information office. The site of the of­
fice has not yet been determined. 
Patsy lacopini, secretary o f Pan-Hel,
and Sue DeMarois, treasurer of Pan- 
Hel, explained that the Greeks need 
an office for informing the general 
pub lic  about so ro rities  and 
fraternities and their functions.
DeMarois said now the only way the 
persons interested in the Greek way 
of life or a particular “house” is to ask 
a Greek or visit one of the houses.
lacopini said the tentative plans for 
the organization of the office include 
a secretary familiar with the Greek 
organizations to deliver general in­
formation about meetings and each 
house.
DeMarois said Pan-Hel presently has 
no advisor. She Pan-Hel is looking 
for someone who is familiar with the
Greek organizations and is as­
sociated with the University of Mon­
tana.
DeMarois said an informal rush is 
scheduled Jan. 8-10 and 15-17. She 
said information tables will be set up 
in the UC mall and the Lodge toallow 
women interested in sororities to 
speak with sorority members.
Finalists named
Five University of Montana women 
have been named finalists for queen 
of the 57th Annual Forester's Ball, 
Jan. 11-12.
Finalists are: Karen Pratt, freshman 
in wildlife biology, Carol Schmidt, 
sophomore in music, Constance 
Snow, freshman in drama, Mary 
Walla, junior in journalism, and 
Cheryl Weinheimer, sophomore in 
business administration.
PANASONIC 
RQ-413S 
PORTABLE 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER
$59.95
HUMBUG [odious rippofficus) a nasty little 
creature which swoops in on the Christmas rush. Its 
many mutations include:
THE DUMB BUG. Hangs out behind store counters 
or sales floors. Sometimes known as inexperienced 
help.
THE JUNK BUG. Nestles in flashy merchandise and 
hatches on Christm as Day rendering the  item  
useless.
THE GREED BUG. Infests price  tags causing 
excessive swelling.
The Humbug a ttacks the  Christm as sp irit 
causing loss of smile, ringing in the ear, pain in the 
neck and shortness of dollars. If untreated can lead 
to dashed hopes. I
TREATMENT OF HUMBUGGERY
While symptoms can be severe, treatment is 
qu ite  sim ple. This year do as much shopping as 
possible at a TEAM Electronics Center.
TEAM'S experienced sales staff is also friendly and 
courteous.
TEAM'S merchandise is always of top quality, with 
a variety of respected brand names from which to 
choose.
TEAM s enormous buying power allows prices to be 
as low as possible. (There are over 100 TEAM  
Centers in the country.)
This year, don't let the Christmas rush go to  your 
head. Come in for a shot of TEAM spirit and have a 
happy, humbug-free holiday.
TEAM’S BEST BUYS FOR THE SEASON.
In our opinion;.this is the best cassette 
recorder in this price range. Allows you 
to record directly from telephone (with 
optional pick up), external mike, built-in 
condenser mike, a changer or turntable,
radios and stereo receivers, another tape 
recorder. Makes a much appreciated gift for 
students, writers,-musicians, people in business 
and reluctant letter writers.
GARRARD ZERO 92 
AUTOMATIC 
TURNTABLE
$169.95
The follow-up to Garrard's 
top-of-the-line Zero 100C. 
Has the famous zero tracking 
error tone arm. lever operated 
anti-skate device, overhang and
tilt adjustments and dozens of other 
features that will earn you a big kiss 
from any audiophile you give it to.
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
TA-600
8-TRACK RECORDER
“The Great Entertainer” is exceptionally 
versatile. Allows recording from many 
, sources: live from microphones (two 
included), off-the-air, from records or another 
tape deck. O ne /A ir switch lets you record 
one channel or all four. Plenty more features. 
Come in and try it
Hours—10:00-8:00 
Sat.—10:00-5:30 
Sun.—1:00-5:00
T E A M
ELECTRONICS
ALTEC DESIGN I 
LOUDSPEAKER
$199.95
Must beheard to be believed!
It's Altec's latest and one of
its greatest. An extremely 
efficient two-way speaker system 
featuring a big 10" woofer and horn 
tweeter. Oiled walnut cabinet has 
ends of handsome black slate. Presently 
only available at TEAM.
1208 W. Kent
Next to Tremper’s Shopping Center 
549-4119
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Large comet may be visible Center courses to begin week of Jan. 7 
from city early in January
On Jan. 10, if the sky is clear, you will 
be able to see what may be the 
brightest comet of this century, the 
oomet Kohoutek.
Thomas Margrave, associate profes­
sor of physics and astronomy, said it 
is very d ifficult to predict the 
brightness of comets, especially 
large ones, but Kohoutek is expected 
to be brighter than Halley’s Comet.
Margrave has not seenthe comet, but 
said a student told him he saw it dur­
ing Thanksgiving vacation, when the 
student was in Rapid City, S.D.
Missoula is a poor place for observ­
ing the comet, Margrave said, 
because of the usually overcast skies 
and high mountains. The comet is 
now visible in the southeast, very 
near the horizon one hour before 
sunrise.
It is approaching the sun, and from 
Dec. 20 to Jan. 1 will be too close to 
the sun to be seen easily, Margrave 
said.
The comet is estimated to be 20-25 
miles in diameter at thenucleus, with 
a tail expected to become 30-40 
million miles long. "It seems in­
credible that something that small 
can generate something that big," 
Margrave said.
The comet will develop at a "fan­
tastic" rate in the next two weeks, he 
said. From Nov. 24 to Dec. 24, it is ex­
pected to travel almost 93 million 
miles toward the sun. Scientists have 
estimated it will be closest to the sun 
Dec. 28.
December is the worst time of year to 
try to see a comet from Montana, 
Margrave said. He said the further 
south one goes, the easier it will be to 
see it.
Margrave said the most popular ex­
planation of comets is that they are 
“d irty snowballs," made up o f frozen
gases w ith  partic les o f dust 
embedded in them. Many scientists 
think comets represent leftover 
material from the formation o f the 
solar system, Margrave said.
He said the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) plans 
to try to  recover bits o f Halley’s 
Comet when it reappears in 1985-86 
to learn more about comets.
NASA has also organized a special 
p ro je c t  to  c o o rd in a te  the  
observations o f scientists all over the 
counrty, and the Skylab astronauts 
plan to photograph the comet.
Kohoutek will probably become at 
least as bright as Venus, which is the 
very bright star in the southwest 
horizon in the early evening, 
Margrave said.
Kids numbered
CPS/LNS
The Senate Finance Committee ap­
proved a plan this month that would 
require every child in the country to 
be assigned a Social Security 
number upon entering first grade, 
beginning in 1974.
The committee is studying a plan 
that would make fingerprinting man­
datory for "older" persons who apply 
for cards but “voluntary” for children 
receiving cards for the first time.
According to  aides of committee 
chairman, Russel Long, D-La„ the 
plans are aimed at preventing misuse 
of cards for fraud.
"I personally think that everyone 
ought to have fingerprints on file, but 
I don't think we should require it at 
six," Long said.
The Social Security and Welfare bill, 
to which the fingerprinting plan 
would be attached if approved, will 
be ready for Senate action soon.
The University Center Courses will 
begin the week o f Jan. 7 and will run 
for nine weeks, Gary Bogue, UC ac­
tivities coordinator, said yesterday.
Course registration will be from 9 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Jan. 7-18 at the UC in­
formation desk, he said.
The 39 classes, the days the courses 
are held and the fees charged for 
each are:
•  Sunday: intermediate guitar, $14.
•  Monday: beginning calligraphy, 
$12; drawing and illustration, $12; 
five string banjo, $12; beginning 
international folk dancing, $6;
goings on
•  A Fireside sponsored by the 
Wesley House Sunday at 5:30 p.m. 
will be at the Sandholm residence, 
530 Keith Ave., behind the Wesley 
House. The public is welcome.
•  The clinical services of the UM 
Student Health Service will close 4 
p.m., Dec. 14, and will reopen 4 p.m., 
Jan. 1.
•  A meeting for art students will be 
Monday at 12 noon in FA 404.
•  The “Formerly Married" group will 
have a cocktail party tonight from 
6:30 to 7:30 at the home of Edie Antil, 
513 Dorie, Lolo. The party will be 
followed by a pot-luck supper at 8 
p.m. in the Prince o f Peace Church, 
Missoula. Bring your own service. 
For more information, Call Edie An­
til, 543-8313, Ext. 27.
•  The In te r-V a rs ity  Chris tian  
Fellowship Christmas celebration 
will be held at 7:15 tonight in Mon­
tana Rooms 361, C, D and E.
•  A feminist political discussion 
group will meet Sunday at 4 p.m. in 
the Copper Commons. A feminist 
theater group will meet Monday at 6 
p.m. in the University Center Mon­
tana rooms.
intermediate international folk dan­
cing, $6; folk-music, $5; beginning 
judo $12; advanced judo, $12; begin­
ning knitting. $12; needlepoint, $12; 
tai chi chuan, $7; upholstery, $12, 
and women in literature, $10.
•  Tuesday: advanced calligraphy, 
$16; advanced  e m b ro id e ry  
workshop, $12; human sexuality, 
$10; beginning karate, $14; advanced 
karate, $14; macrame, $12, and 
beginning photography, $22.
•  Wednesday: beginning bridge, 
$12; beginning guitar, $15; advanced 
guitar, $15; “I'm OK: you’re OK" and
Christmas concert to be Sunday
The University of Montana will 
present its free annual Christmas 
concert at 3 p.m. Sunday in the 
University Theater.
The program, which is the last one 
for Fall Quarter, will feature the
B eirst State ank fairway center
where the focus is on youl 
Checking and Saving—543-8353 
MISSOULA BANKING AT ITS BEST 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Officers
Chairman, Randolph Jacobs 
President, Theodore Jacobs 
Executive Vice-President, William 
Vice President, Robert E. Jones 
Cashier, Jack R. Henry 
Auditor, James Strosahl
The Feminine Mystique, $12; begin­
ning judo, $12; advanced judo, $12; 
intermediate photography, $22; 
science of creative intelligence, $4, 
and tai chi chuan, $7.
•  Thursday: creative stitchery, $12; 
beginning karate, $14; advance 
karate, $14; advanced knitting, $12; 
O jo  De D io s  d e s ig n , $12; 
photography seminar, $22; spinning, 
$12, and woodcut printing, $12.
•  Modern dance movement will be 
offered for $17 but a specific meeting 
day has not been assigned.
University Brass Ensemble, con­
ducted by Lance Boyd, UM music 
instructor; the University Choir, 
directed by Donald Carey, assistant 
professor in music, and the Montana 
Little Symphony conducted by 
Eugene Andrie, music professor.
Directors 
Thomas J. Collins 
Randolph Jacobs 
Bouche Theodore Jacobs 
Robert E. Jones 
Robert E. Noel 
George F. Steinbrenner 
Robert E. Tremper 
Clyde A. Wood 
Patricia Douglas
Shorter
The New
Autumn
Looks!
$59995 buys you four top names 
in stereo systems.
Two of them are <U)PiONeefr
Fall fashion's heading into shorter, 
sleeker hairstyles. However you want to 
bring yours up to date. . .  a clip, a trim or 
an upsweep . . .  we can put you in shape.
SELECT COIFFURE SALON
2501 Brooks 728-5487
In the Super Seve Building
CONVENTION
*CENTER!
Fraternity 
Parties 
> Sorority 
Parties
We Sponsor 
The Florence 
Player of the 
Week Award
EIGHTEEN YEAR OLDS 
WELCOME
The Florence
111 N. Higgins
The Florence
111 N. Higgins
Here's a complete 
stereo package that 
gives you everything you need 
for great music reproduction. The control 
center is the superb sounding Pioneer SX- 
727 AM-FM stereo receiver with 195 watts of 
the IHF music power, plus top sensitivity and 
selectivity. To complement its excellence, 
there's a magnificent pair of Pioneer Project 
100 bookshelf 2-way speaker systems with a 
10-inch woofer and hemispherical dome 
midrange/tweeter. But we don't stop there. 
There's also the Pioneer PL-12D Turntable 
with a RL-35 cartridge.
(rag $739.85)
Now Only
$599”
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM:
•  Pioneer SX-727 AM-FM 
Stereo Receiver
•  (2) Pioneer Project 100 2-way 
Speaker Systems
•  (Indicate Turntable)
•  (Indicate Cart ridge/Sty I us)
Price includes fair trade price of the Pioneer receiver 
and a considerable saving on non-fair traded components.
ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.
1030 South Ave. \V. “Across from the Fairgrounds”
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CCQE reduces request for delay
The Concerned Citizens for a Quality 
Environment (CCQE), which has 
been seeking a two-year delay in a 
proposed $40 million expansion of 
the Hoerner Waldorf Corp., may 
reduce its original request to a one- 
year delay.
Ron Erickson, University of Montana 
chemistry professor and chairman of 
CCQE, said yesterday the two year 
delay requested by CCQE for the 
state-issued building permit may be 
shortened if a secondary treatment 
plant proposed by Hoerner Waldorf 
can be proven efficient.
Wastes from the Hoerner Waldorf 
pulp mill operation at Frenchtown 
are held in large settling ponds 
located between the pulp mill and the 
Clark Fork River. Part of the wastes 
settle into the ground under the 
ponds through a process called 
percolation. Approximately 1.5 
billion gallons of this waste material 
are dumped into the Clark Fork River 
when the stream is at a high rate of 
flow during the spring runoff.
The settling ponds have been 
determined by Hoerner Waldorf of­
ficials to be a major cause of the 
“ rotten-egg” odor characteristic of 
the Missoula valley. The odor is 
caused by the decomposition of 
some components in the waste 
material.
The proposed secondary treatment 
system would be completed in mid- 
1975 according to Roy Countryman, 
resident manager o f Hoerner 
Waldorf.
Wesley Eckenfelder, professor of en­
vironmental and water resources
Round River emphasizes little groups
Change has been brought about in 
the Round River Experiment this 
quarter by placing more emphasis on 
activities in small groups, Bill Leitch, 
Round River coordinator, said 
yesterdays ;  -
The fiound River program is an ex­
perimental alternative, in its third 
year, to the regular University 
program. Participants do not attend 
classes or receive grades, but meet 
among themselves to hold dis­
cussions, take field trips and work on 
projects.
Most of the work this quarter was 
done in groups of 10 to 12 members, 
Leitch said. In past years, he said, 
more time was spent on activities in 
which all Round River students 
participated.
Fifty-eight students are participating 
this year.
The basic philosophy of the Round 
River Experiment is to provide 
students with an atmosphere that 
allows them to critically examine 
themselves, Leitch said. He said he 
would like his students to examine 
their beliefs and tear them down if 
necessary.
He said the faculty has been effective 
in getting students to work in groups, 
but that it was jjp  to the individual to 
decide how valuable that experience 
is.
Participants in previous years have 
generally expressed appreciation for 
the program, Leitch said, although 
he said he has received a few com­
plaints.
Utah law professor 
to speak at UM
E. Wayne Thode, professor of law at 
the University of Utah, will present a 
lecture to UM law students this 
afternoon at 2.
Thode’s topic will be the code of 
judicial conduct and the rules 
governing court procedure.
An informal meeting with Thode will 
be held from 9:30 to 11 this morning 
in the law students’ lounge. The 
meeting is open to the public.
The afternoon session is open only 
to law students and faculty.
engineering at Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, Tenn., said Wednesday 
th$ sulfide odors coming from the 
settling ponds should be reduced by 
98 per cent when the treatment 
system goes into ■operation.
Erickson said the kraft mill would 
have to show the system has worked 
well in other cities before CCQE 
would lower its demands for the two- 
year moratorium on the proposed 
expansion.
Erickson said the one-year delay 
would still be necessary to collect 
data on pollutants that are released 
into the air by the pulp mill.
Countryman told the CCQE and the 
Missoula Chamber o f Commerce last 
week that a new air monitoring 
system would continue taking air 
samples near the mill for a two- 
month period.
Stan Grossman, a UM assistant pro­
fessor in mathematics, told the group 
he does not believe two months is a 
sufficient sampling time to show the 
mill is operating consistently within 
state air standards.
Grossman told the group the pulp 
mill is above average in emission 
control, but that the mill should have 
the best control devices available 
because of the geography of the 
area, which traps emissions in the 
valley.
This trapping effect is known as a 
temperature inversion. The walls of 
the valley act as the sides of a box, 
and a layer of air above the valley 
which cannot be penetrated by waste 
gases acts as a lid on the box.
He said the major complaint was with 
that the program is so unstructured. 
Most o f  the students who were dis­
pleased with Round River felt the 
teachers should provide more 
: leadefs,hip, he said.
Leitch said the Round River 
philosophy was equal contribution 
from everyone.
$
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CCQE says there are many other 
questions which need answering 
before the state g rants the expansion 
permit. The application for the build­
ing permit was submitted to the 
Department of Health and En­
vironmental Sciences (HES) on Aug. 
28.
Although the application was found 
to be inadequate by state officials at 
that time, the mill has made attempts 
since to answer the state’s questions. 
Erickson said he recently received a 
letter from Governor Tom Judge say­
ing HES had received almost all of 
the required information, and would 
begin writing the required en­
vironmental impact statements soon.
Erickson said the writing of the EIS 
would be meaningless without the air 
pollution data which CCQE wants 
collected during its requested one- 
year delay in Hoerner-Waldorfs 
construction.
The expansion would boost the kraft 
paper mill's production by about 60 
per cent. Kraft paper is used in the 
production of grocery bags and 
cardboardx boxes.
The saying “All the world’s a stage” is 
generally attributed to William 
Shakespeare, but A. J. Butler gives 
the following translation of an old 
Greek poem written by Palladius of 
A lexandria centuries before 
Shakespeare: “All the world's a 
stage, a show; Then learn thy part 
with all thy heart, Or bear the burden 
of thy woe."
Next quarter, Round River students 
will enroll in regular University 
classes. Keitch said about 8 or 10 
faculty members have expressed an 
interest in waiving certain re- 
quirements and qpening, their 
classes to Round River participants, 
and that two or three special sections 
may be formed. Leitch said the plans 
are not final yet.
Residence halls Annual UM faculty 
to close Dec. 15 Yule party Sunday
All University of Montana residence 
halls will close Dec. 15 at 5 p.m.
Residence halls director Tom Hayes 
said Tuesday that several of the 
sororities and fraternities, which will 
remain open during the vacation, 
may be able to accommodate dorm 
students who wish to stay in Mis­
soula.
The dorms will officially open Jan. 1 
at 9 a.m. for Winter Quarter.
More than four-fifths, or 87 percent 
of milk is water and the remainder Is 
milk, sugar, fat and protein.
Bowl by the Hour
Rent-A-Lane $1.50 an hour 
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY 
DURING FINAL WEEK 
We will close Friday, Dec. 14 at 5:00 p.m. 
and re-open Wednesday, Jan. 2 
UC RECREATION
The Air Force Pilot 
has it made.
Air Force ROTC 
will help you make it.
Here’s how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give 
you free flying lessons. I t’ll be in a Cessna 150— 
you’re started towards the day when you’ll solo 
in an Air Force jet.
That’s only one of the fringe benefits of the Air 
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this: 
Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tui­
tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus 
lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like. 
Interested?
Contact the University of Montana 
at (406) 243-4011
Get your college career off the ground in Air 
Force ROTC.
BALANCE DUE ON 
CHRISTMAS CHARTER
TO NEW YORK
Departs Missoula December 14 at 8:00 P.M.
Be at Airport at 6:00 P.M.
Arrives JFK 3:00-5:00 A.M.
CORRECTED RETURN DEPARTURE TIME: 
Departs JFK at 2:00 P.M. Jan. 2nd. 
in Missoula at approximately 7:00 P.M.
About two hundred University of 
Montana faculty, staff members and 
their guests are expected to  attend 
the annual UM Christmas dinner- 
dance on Saturday, LaVon Vandiver, 
UM W omen’s Club program 
coordinator, said yesterday.
The dinner-dance will begin with a 
no-host cocktail hour at 7 p.m. at the 
Club Chateau. A buffet dinner at 8 
p.m . w il l be fo llo w e d  by 
entertainment by the Hellgate High 
School singing Chevaliers.
Dancing from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. will 
feature music by the Elizabeth 
Morrison Band.
Call
WIDE
WORLD OF 
TRAVEL
117 W. Front 549-6159
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AP in brief
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
President Nixon's top aide dropped a "devil theory" into the White House 
tapes mystery yesterday, saying there had been in-house discussions that 
“some sinister force" may have caused 13 minutes of an 18-minute buzz on 
the tape of a conversation between Nixon and John Dean. With that, U.S. Dist. 
Judge John Sirica adjourned his tapes hearing until experts come up with a 
more technical answer for the buzz. The tests, now being conducted, should 
be finished next week, he said.
Truck drivers angered by higher fuel prices and lower speed limits aban­
doned their blockades of two major Qhio roads yesterday, after con­
frontations with highway patrolmen. Officers and drivers scuffled briefly on 
Interstate 70 east of Columbus as National Guard tow trucks moved in to 
break the blockade.
The FBI marshaled a three-year nationwide counterintelligence program “to 
expose, disrupt and otherwise neutralize” what the late J. Edgar Hoover 
called the New Left movement, according to internal agency memos made 
public yesterday. Hoover directed all FBI offices on May 10,1968 to launch an 
attack against groups and individuals “who spout revolution and unlawfully 
challenge society to obtain their demands.”
The White House agreed yesterday to turn over the tape of a conversation be­
tween President Nixon and former White House lawyer John Dean concern­
ing a secret $200,000 campaign donation from fugitive financier Robert Ves- 
co, government prosecutors said. U.S. District Court Judge Lee Gagliardi had 
requested the tape to determine in pretrial hearings if it was relevant in the 
government's case against former U.S. Atty. Gen. John Mitchell and ex- 
Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans.
A federal judge yesterday freed all four of the Chicago 7 conspiracy defen­
dants convicted of contempt earlier this week. The other defendants had been 
acquitted of contempt charges, which stemmed from their 1968 riot- 
conspiracy trial. U.S. District Judge Edward Gignoux said he decided against 
imposing any sentences, partly because of improprieties committed during 
the trial by the prosecution and by the trial judge, Julius Hoffman.
The Nixon administration will not ration gasoline before March 1, federal en­
ergy director William Simon said yesterday. In testimony before the Senate 
Government Operations Committee, Simon indicated the start of a rationing 
program might take even longer, once any decision to ration is made.
Louis Boedecker, chairman of the Montana Public Service Commission, said 
yesterday in Helena that the recent denial of a rate increase to the Montana 
Power Co. should not affect the availability of gas to the utility. Last week, the 
rate-making panel voted 2-1 to deny a Montana Power Co. request to raise 
the rates charged homeowners for natural gas produced in Montana by 3.1 
cents per thousand cubic feet. When the Democratic majority o f the com­
mission rejected the utility's request, it said that Montana Power should use 
its own profits to pay Montana producers to search for new gas deposits.
Israeli and Egyptian warplanes battled over the Gulf of Suez yesterday with 
each side claiming a kill. Qualified military sources in Tel Aviv said the 
Egyptian 1st Army, formerly stationed in defensive positions around Cairo, 
had moved into a semicircle around the Israeli bridgehead on the western 
side of the Suez Canal.
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mpphped, the I COMMITTEE MOULD LIKE 
;  ©  THANK YOU FOR 0PEANI3INE 
= SO EFFECTIVELY ALL THE 
t  TESTIMONY ME HAVE 
. HEARD TO D A T E .-----------
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YES, SENATOR. 
COUNSEL AND I  HAVE
PREPARED A  LIST OF MHAT 
WE EEEL APE THE MINIMAL 
MATERIALS REQUIRED 
TO ALLEVIATE THE 
CURRENT CRISIS.. PROCEED.
3.5 MILLION 
SLEEPIN6 
BA6S.. HOLD
Ul ordered to reduce its athletic program
Pocatello AP
The University of Idaho’s athletic 
troubles saw developments on a 
range of fronts Thursday, including 
an order by the regents to reduce its 
program and achieve a balanced 
budget for 1974-75.
In addition, the regents abolished the 
Idaho Athletic Board o f Control that 
was set up in the 1950s by the regents 
to advise the school president on 
sports matters.
The balanced budget action—which 
the university president said may re­
quire "a complete change in 
personnel” —was an alternative for 
either abolishing football o r asking 
the legislature appropriate about 
$170,000 a year to subsidize the 
university football program.
The school already has dropped one 
game from its 1974 football schedule 
as it grapples with its financial 
problems.
President Ernest Hartung informed 
the regents he would follow the 
A th le tic  Board o f C o n tro l's  
recommendation last week that the 
contract of football coach Don Rob­
bins not be renewed.
Hartung said he had reached the 
same conclusiqn even before the 
athletic board's recommendation, 
which came after a 6-4 vote.
The Vandals finished the season with 
a 4-7 record, which was their record 
the previous year as well. Robbins 
has been head coach at Idaho for 
years and coached Idaho to an 8-3 
record in 1971, best mark in the 
school’s history.
Hartung said Robbins' three-year 
contract at Idaho expires at the end 
of January.
Hartung also said Robbins had 
offered to resign after the Vandals' 
loss to Boise State on Sept. 15, the 
second game of the season.'
Hartung said Robbins was quite 
emotional at the time he offered to 
resign, and “ I told him if he felt he 
wouldn’t be capable o f going on the 
rest of the season, I would accept his 
resignation immediately. He didn't 
come back so I presumed he felt he 
would be willing to continue coach­
ing for the rest o f the season."
The athletic board is made up of 
representatives o f students, faculty 
and alumni and serves at the 
pleasure of the president.
Remember Pearl Harbor Day
with
TORA
TO R A
TORA
U.C. Ballroom , Dec. 7th, 9:00 p.m. 
Adm ission—50C
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT M IDNIGHT ONLY! 
The Ultimate Triple Header . . .
. .  . Plus . .  . THE BEATLES’ 
Fabulous Fantasy
“YELLOW SUBMARINE” . . .  Plus . . .
J  Advance Tickets on Sale The Beautiful
Friday and Saturday From ROXY
10 P.M. All Seats $1.75. 543-7341
The Godchildren
. . . they II te ll you 
what to do w ith 
the Valachi Papers !
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Blown Dead
by Bruce Sayler
We will honor Pearl Harbor Day by dropping no bombs on our readers today. 
This is a passive column that will comment on happenings on the 
entertainment pages this quarter. Also, this columnist will thank several 
persons who make this job worthwhile and offer congratulations to some very 
deserving people.
The football team produced an uneventful 4-6 record this season. Some 
reasons were injuries, inexperience, costly mistakes, team dissent and pos­
sible coaching errors. This team is loaded with football talent and if  the same 
individuals are around next year, we look for a good season from them.
The student athletes are now beginning to express desire to become part o f 
the regular student body. The regular student body is now trying to show 
some interest in the student athlete. This realization will be important in lay­
ing down groundwork forthe  solving of future conflicts. There are still some 
athletes that see “hand-to-hand combat" as the only means of reaching a 
goal. There are still pseudo-intellectuals that believe athletes are "too dumb” 
to communicate with. These two types of people are not nearly as prevalent as 
they were a year ago.
Harley Lewis' cross country runners were struck down with sickness and in­
juries that slowed down their efforts for another Big Sky title. This is another 
young, talented team that we expect good things froth in the future.
A very fine soccer team and a competitive rugby team had their seasons cut 
short by scheduling difficulties and adverse weather conditions.
Women’s sports are still very new. Volleyball Coach Jodi Leslie did a good job 
and put in hard work as did the team in providing tough competition for 
several Northwest schools.
Wears just beginning to get into the basketball season. Coach Jud Heathcote 
says that the team is the best he has had here. Talking about a performance 
and a performance to talk about have been two different things so far.
Congratulations are in order to Bob Speare, Bill Munoz, Gary Bogue, Dave 
Snyder, Linda Wege and other people from Program Council. This group did 
a fine job this quarter. The same goes for gridders Dave Harrington, Sly 
Hardy, Steve Taylor, Kit Blue and Marc Kouzmanoff for their all-conference 
efforts.
Thank-yous are expressed to the students whd participated in the "name the 
pompon girls” contest. Also, to Worden's Super Market, Jud Heathcote, Jack 
Morton and George Fultz for helping the contest get off the ground. Aspecial 
thanks to Karen Roberts and the rest of the group for going along with the 
crazy idea.
Writing this column has been a very beneficial learning experience and the 
readership and feedback has been very much appreciated.
One final word before closing for the year; do not abandon the basketball 
team yet for the season is young.
Last night's 89-64 win could be an indication of what the cagers are capable of 
doing to Big Sky opponents. When the students come back next quarter, the 
team will have a record to go on.
Merry Christmas and have an immemorable New Year's Eve.
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GREAT MOVIES THIS WEEKENDIII 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 7:00 & 9:15 
★ WILD, WILD PLANET. This is truly a super science
fiction flick. Don’t miss itl
SUNDAY, MONDAY & TUESDAY 7:00 & 9:15 
*  TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN. A very funny flick 
starring the great WOODY ALLEN.
Hxr
MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM ALL OF USI
CRYSTAL
THEATRE
Butterfly Building 
515 South Higgins
EVERYONE
THRU 
TUESDAY!
CONTINUOUS 
SHOWINGS 
SAT_ - SUN.
FROM 1:00 P.M.
L  - -
THE GREATEST WILDLIFE ADVENTURE FOR
OPEN AT 
6:45 P.M.
/ms guns did the talking!
“GUIS OF A 
STRANGER”
A UWIVIItSAl killASi • UCHNICOtOk •
Grizzlies score an 89-64 win
The University of Montana Grizzlies 
opened their home season last night 
with a resounding 89-65 victory over 
Augustana.
Both teams got off to a slow start and 
the score was 10-10 five minutes into 
the game. Then the Grizzlies 
tightened up their defense and 
began making their shots and ran up 
a36to11 lead about th reequarters of 
the way through the first half.
Augustana rallied a little before the 
end of the half and brought 
themselves within 16 points a th a lf 
time. The half time score was UM 42, 
Augustana 26.
Although Grizzly Coach, Jud
Intramurals
The defending Three-Man In­
tramural Basketball Champions, the 
Teen Angels, successfully defended 
their title Wednesday as .they 
defeated the Happy Four 10-6 and 
10-8.
Members of the championship team 
are Randy Stevens, Rich Seickman, 
Bill Robinson, Joe Stark and Rich 
Landers.
The men’s and women's mixed team 
volleyball championship was won 
Wednesday night by the Pickled 
Petuees.
The Petuees beat Chase's Chasers 
15-8, 10-15 and 15-4 in the cham­
pionship series.
The Pickled Petuees beat the Praire 
Dogs 15-2 and 15-5 earlier the same 
evening.
Chaser's Chasers won over Poverty 
Row 15-9,14-16 and 15-1 to win their 
way into the championship game.
Wes Appelt, Mike Hallowell, Terry 
Spear and Tom Ryan were victorious 
in quarter final games in the Men's 
Intramural Raquetball Tournament 
Wednesday night.
Heathcote, substitu ted freely 
throughout the rest o f the game, the 
Grizzlies never losttheircomfortable 
lead.
M o n ta n a 's  6 -9  c e n te r, Ken 
McKenzie, led the Montana scoring 
with 16 points. Grizzly guards Ben 
DeMers and Robin Selvig were next 
in Grizzly scoring with 12 points 
each.
Augustana's 6-9 center from 
Yugoslavia, Davor Rukavina, led the 
Viking scoring with 19 points. Stan 
Krebs scored 14 points for the 
Vikings and John Ritterbusch scored 
12.
The UM Cubs beat the MSU Bob- 
kittens 75-64 in the preliminary 
game. The Cubs will play Spokane 
Falls Community College tomorrow 
here at 5 p.m.
The Grizzlies will host undefeated 
Southern Colorado tomofrow at 7:30 
p.m.
Boise State plays 
in Pioneer Bowl
The Big Sky football champion Boise 
State Broncos will play Louisiana 
Tech., in the Pioneer Bowl in Wichita 
Falls, Tex. tomorrow.
Boise State beat South Dakota 53-10 
Saturday to win their way into the 
Pioneer Bowl. Louisiana Tech, won 
its way into the bowl game by defeat­
ing Western Illinois.
The Pioneer Bowl game is one of a 
series of post-season playoff games 
sponsored by the NCAA.
The final game in the series is the 
Camellia Bowl game which will be 
played in Sacramento, Calif., on 
Saturday, Dec. 15.
The Camellia Bowl will feature the 
winner of the Pioneer Bowl playing 
the winner of the Grantland Rice 
Bowl.
The Grizzlies will play Puget Sound 
at Tacoma Dec. 15 and Seattle 
University at Seattleon Dec. 20. They 
will play Portland State here Dec. 28 
and Macalester College here Dec. 31.
The new UM pompon group, the 
Sugar Bears, entertained at halftime 
and the crowd of over 4 thousand 
gave them a resounding round of ap­
plause.
Jon Keefe won an eight gallon-keg 
from Worden’s Super Market and a 
season ticket to the Grizzly basket­
ball games by winning the “name the 
pompon girls contest.”
Grizzly receives 
all-American votes
New York AP
University of Montana defensive 
back Dave Harrington received 
honorable mention in the Associated 
Press Little All-America poll that'was 
announced yesterday.
Don Hutt of Boise Stateand Montana 
State tackle Bill Kollar were named 
Thursday to the first team As­
sociated Press Little All-American 
squad.
A dozen Big Sky Conference players 
were named to the squad. Besides 
Hutt and Koliar, Northern Arizona 
running back Jim Smith was named 
to the second team and nine others 
were given honorable mention.
Hutt, a split end will lead Boise State 
Into the Pioneer Bowl playoff Satur­
day against Louisiana Tech at 
Wichita Falls, Tex.
STARTS SUNDAY! 3 DAYS ONLY!
Now thru Tuesday
jL.»,
^S®fe^T)eceir\ber
c a m , ESW ER ANDERSON YVETTE CURIIS ■ JOHNNY SEKKA ■ GEORGE BAKER 
EARE CAMERON OBectedbySIONEY POITIERfYoduced by MELVILIE TUCKER-Wien by LAWRENCE ROMAN 
Musicby COLERIDGE TAYIOR PERKINSON • ledncoln A VEROON PRODUCTIONS LTD FUTST ARTISTSRUA 
ANAIIONAIGENERALPICTURESRELEASE |p c |
“CLAM.”
— Crist, New York Mag.
“ DILIQHTPUL.”
— Kauffmann, New Republic
George Glenda 
Segal Jackson
OPEN 6:45 P.M.
“A Warm December” at 
7:10 and 9:00
The Beautiful
ROXY
543-7341
A Melvin Frank Film A
Touch 
O f Class
[PG|
An Avco Embassy Terlumotc.* r»nav„,6n*
Golden Horn 
7:00, 9:00
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Drama students’ curriculum goes beyond acting
Editor's Note: This feature discusses 
the people and mechanics o f the 
University o f Montana’s designing 
courses in the Drama Sc hool.
By Leon Lenz
Montana Kaimin Reporter
University of Montana drama stu­
dents can learn more than just act­
ing and directing. By following a 
design-techn ica l cu rricu lum , 
students can prepare to follow a 
career in the production skills, in­
cluding designing and making cos­
tumes, building sets and props and 
working with lights.
The design-technical emphasis is 
one of 3 curriculums drama majors 
may choose to follow. Other options 
are acting-directing and dance.
Ten students, all seniors, are follow­
ing design-technical this quarter.
The University of Montana has the 
eighth-best drama school in the 
United States, according to ratings 
awarded by the American Theater 
Association (ATA), an organization 
of theater professionals.
The ratings were given by an ac­
creditation team of the ATA 
educational division. Accreditation 
by the ATA is required for a school’s 
graduates to teach drama.
When awarding theratings, the ATA 
analyzed the courses offered and 
also considered "the quality of the 
school’s graduates,”  according to 
Stephanie Schoelzel, assistant 
professor.of drama.
tea ch es  co s tu m eS cho e lze l 
designing.
Other schools rated in the top 10 by 
th e ,  A T A  in c lu d e d  Y a le , 
Northwestern, Stanford and the
University of Texas. Schoelzel said 
almost every school of any sizein the 
Un ited , States now has a drama 
department.
The purpose o f the design-technical 
emphasis is to provide drama 
students with a broad, technical 
background and give them ex­
perience in all phases of stage 
production. Students must learn to 
design costumes and sets, knowhow 
to make costume patterns, hats, wigs 
and other props and work w ith light­
ing effects.
Drama graduates, who must have a 
background of drama, arts and 
humanities, are prepared to enter 
either education or the professional 
theater, known as “the industry."
Most graduates prefer to go into 
education, Schoelzel said. She said 
teaching provides more financial 
security and also allows more time 
for creative work.
W h ile  re c e iv in g  the  b road  
background, students are en­
couraged to specialize and develop 
specific talents.
To graduate, des ign-techn ica l 
students must completea senior pro­
ject. Usually, these projects consist 
of producing part o f a drama presen­
tation, either designing the costumes 
or set, or handling the lighting.
Although the director has the final 
say in any conflicts, the students are 
generally responsible for con­
tributing their part o f the production.
This curriculum differs from most 
. drama schools' programs, Schoelzel 
said. Other schools usually do not 
allow development of specializations 
until the students are in graduate
school
“Our graduates are ready to practice 
designing professionally," she said. 
"They are generally quite advanced 
compared to students from other 
schools."
Schoelzel explained the teaching 
philosophy and general approach of 
drama instructors.
"Art reflects the society that 
produces it," she said, “and theater is 
one of the leading indicators of 
trends in society. Because of that, 
designers must be tuned in to what is 
going on around them. They must be 
very sensitive to moods and 
characters.”
She said most people are not really 
aware of other people. Most people, 
she said, do not study faces, expres­
sions o r gestures and usually pay lit­
tle attention to “the atmosphere' o f a 
situation.”
Such sensitivity to people and sit­
uations cannot be taught in a class­
room,-but students with talents for 
designing already have that sen­
sitivity, according to Schoelzel. She 
said designers have personalities 
that make them aware o f their 
surroundings and allow them to  ex­
perience emotions and feelings even 
from different colors o r fabrics.
Schoelzel said the way to develop 
sensitivity further is through practice 
and engaging in productions. Most 
of the learning, therefore, is gained 
through experience, not in the? 
“ typical classroom situation,” she 
said.
Most of the work done by students is 
independent study. As a result,, 
teachers often work with students 
many hours a day. outside the 
classroom.
"We're almost family," Schoelzel 
said. "We practically live with the 
students.”
Designers are artists, she said, but 
designing is a much larger medium 
than most other artists employ.
“Most artists work with a certain 
amount of space or with certain 
materials,”  she said.
"Designers, though, work with total 
personalities and complete human 
beings. Designers must create a total 
environment with a certain at­
mosphere that allows for the 
movement of the play.”
“When designing a costume, the
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0  Christmas Gift to You
Discounts that mean Real 
Savings on Your Christmas Shopping
20% OFF
All Suits and Sportcoats 
All Topcoats and Allweather Coats
All Genuine Leather Coats
403 N. Higgins — Downtown 
Open Friday 'til 9:00 P.M.
USE OUR LAYAWAY SERVICE & 
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Vacation hours set 
for field house use
The recreational facilities in the Field 
House Annex will be open from 10 
a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays uhtil Dec. 23.
The Annex will be closed over the 
weekends until Winter Quarter with 
the exception of Saturday, Dec. 22 
when it will beopen from 10a.m. to6 
p.m.
The Men’s Gym may be open from 
Dec. 26 th rough  Dec. 29 if 
supervisory personnel is available.
Non-student persons who wish to 
use UM recreational facilities during 
the Christmas vacational will be 
charged $1 per day.
In the Caras Plaza 1525 South Av. W.
The Air Force Riot 
has it made.
Air Force ROTC 
will help you make it.
Here’s how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give 
you free flying lessons. I t’ll be in a Cessna 150— 
you’re started towards the day when you’ll solo 
in an Air Force jet.
That’s only one of the fringe benefits of the Air 
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this: 
Scholarships—6,500 of them that cover full tui­
tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus 
lab and incidental fees.
Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.
Interested?
Contact the University of Montana 
at (406) 243-4011
Get your college career oft the ground in Air 
Force ROTC.
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The Montana Kaimin extends its sincere thanks and best wishes 
to these individuals and firms for their continued support 
and help in making this academic quarter one of the best 
in the Kaimin’s history:
Academic Research, Inc.
American Civil Liberties Union 
ACTION (Peace Corps/Vista)
A ir Force ROTC 
A il American Burger Bar 
A ll Points Travel 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Alumni Center
American Handicrafts 
Anaconda Building Materials 
Army-Navy Economy Store 
Army ROTC
ASUM
Associated Student's Bookstore 
ASUM Program Council 
Athletic Department 
Bahai
Bakke Tire
Beauty Hour Salon
Beef-Eater
Bell Pipe Shop
Bernina Sewing Center
Bette J Shop
Big Barn
Big Sky Cyclery
Big Sky Hair Styling
Billings Business College
Bitterroot Film Processing
Bitterroot Music
Black Angus
Black Students Union
Bob Steele Standard
Bob Ward &  Sons
Bo-Legs
Books Unlimited 
Borrowed Times 
The Broaster 
Elenita Brown 
Bruneel Tires 
Brunner’sTexaco 
Budweiser 
Buttrey’s Suburban 
Cartown
The Cartwheel Supper Club 
Cecil's
Central Intelligence Agency
Cheese Chalet
Circle K Club
Circle K Corporation
Circle Square Second Hand Store
Curriculum Committee
Coast-to-Coast
Coastal Products
College Life Insurance Co.
Columbia Paints
Columbia TV & Stereo
Country Kitchen
Covered Bridge Shop (CBS)
Cow Haven
Crystal Tissue
Craft’s Conoco
The New Crystal Theater
Cut Bank
The Cyclist
D.A. Davidson
D’Arcy-MacManus &  Masins Adv. 
D &  G Service 
Davis Jewelry
Delaney’s Bureau of Printing
Denny’s Fish Market
Devil Dancer
Don’s Drug
Drama Department
Eddie’s Club
Eight Ball Billiards
Electronic Parts
the Elks’ Club (B.P.O.E. 383)
Arnold Elser
Executive Aviation
First National Bank
First State Bank
Flame Lounge
the Florence Hotel
Florence Laundry
Foreign Languages Department
57th Foresters’ Ball
Four B’s Restaurant
the Fox Theater
Freddie’s Feed and Read
Frontier Airlines
Frontier Lounge
Gamer’s Shoes
Gay Nineties
General Pants
Gibson’s Discount Center
the Gilded Lily
Gilligan’s Fine Food
Glendale Law School
the Golden Horn Theater
Golden Pheasant
the Good Food Store
the Go-West Theater
Greyhound Bus Lines
Grizzly Lincoln-Mercury
Guadalajara Summer School
Gull Ski Shop
Gump’s Drive In
The Hall Tree
Hamburger King
Hansen’s Ice Cream
Haugen’s
Keith Haugo
Heirloom Beauty Shop
Hewlett-Packard
History Department
Honda Cycle Center
Horse-Trader
House o f Hair
Howard’s Pizza
I Don’t Know Tavern
Import Yarn Shop
International Travel
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
J B’s Big Boy
Dr. Jekyll &  Mr. Hyde’s ’
Jim’s Used Cars 
the Joint Effort 
KGVO Radio 
Keck’s Kawasaki 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Kodak 
King’s Dairy 
Ladybug
the Library Staff Association 
Little Big Men Pizza 
Lochsa Lodge 
Loyola High School 
Marcy’s
Marshall Ski Area 
Master Tune 
the Memory Bank 
Merle Norman Cosmetics 
M idi Mart 
M incoff Ignition 
Missoula Drug 
Missoula Imports 
Missoula Mercantile 
Missoula Snowbowi 
Missoula Women for Peace 
Mr. Ray’s 
Monarch Clothing 
Montana Masquers 
Montana NOR M L 
Montana Orchesis 
Mountain Bell
MSU Entertainment Committee
Montana Sports
Montana TV and Appliance
Motor Supply
Jim Murray
Music Center
Margo McAlear
MacDonald’s
National Research Bank
National Speedreading Academy
Navy Recruiting Office
Newman Center
93 Chrysler-Plymouth
Northwestern Mutual
Northwestern National Life Insurance
the Office Supply Co.
Ogg’s Shoes 
Brian O’Grady 
Old Volks Home 
Olson’s Grocery 
Olympia Beer 
Mr. G.L. Owen 
Pauli Laundry Center 
Paul’s Beer B-Q 
Peterson Drug
Physical Therapy Department 
Powder to the People Enterprises 
Printing Services
Radio Shack 
Ray’s Night Owl 
Razor’s Edge 
Red Lion Supper Club 
Red Wing Shoe Store 
Regal Notes
Religious Studies Department 
Research Services 
Kent Roche 
Ron’s Auto Refinishers 
Ron’s Top Notch Drive In 
the Roxy Theater 
St. George and the Dragon 
the Shack
the School o f Business 
the Sheaffer Co.
Shirt Shop
Sias-Sharpe Enterprises 
Skate Haven 
Smith Drug 
the State Drive In 
Steak-Out Drive In 
Stoick Drug 
Stoverud’s Jewelry
Student’s International Meditation Society
T  &  W Sportland
Team Electronics
Thunderbird Graduate School
Top Drawer
Tower Pizza
UM Golf Course
UM Federal Credit Union
UM Food Services
UM Health Services
UM Library
the University Center
University Center Gallery
University Center Recreation Department
University Gulf
Vann’s, Inc.
Village Beauty Shop
Wallwork’s Health and Strength Gym
C.R. Webb
Warranty TV
West Coast Advertising
The Westerners
Western Montana Bank
Western Pharmacy
Wide World o f Travel
the Wilma Theater
The Winery
Worden’s Supermarket
Wyckman’s Typewriter Supply
Yandt’s Mens’ Wear
These individuals and firms support 
the Montana Kaimin.
Please support them.
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classified ads
Classified advertising w ill be accepted Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to  noon 
and 1 p.m. to  4 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m. to  noon. Payment in advance.
The Montana Kaim in  reserves the righ t to  refuse advertising, w ith  fina l decision to 
rest w ith the Editor. Generally, all advertising w ith in  the lim its o f libel law w ill be 
accepted.
If errors are made in advertisem ent, im m ediate notice must be given the Montana  
Kaim in  since it is responsib le fo r on ly  one incorrect insertion.
First insertion (5 w ords per lin e )...................................................................................30<t
Consecutive in se rtio n s .................................................................................................... 20C
1. LOST AND FOUND 8. SERVICES
LOST: At Lady In The Dunes: Red with  
gold print wallet. Don’t be a bad 
person. Return to Kaimin Office.
38-2p
FOUND: One Black and White Female 
Kitten near Third Street and Higgins 
Ave. Claim at Montagne Opts. No. 
47. 36-4f
LOST: SILVER CARAVELLE WATCH, 
behind Stockman’s. Reward for re- 
turn. 243-2727. Ask for Dana. 36-4p
FOUND: Books, many pairs of gloves, 
car keys. Music Office._________ 35-5f
WHOEVER FOUND A  BLACK 10-speed 
bicycle, please return to 511 East 
Spruce. Reward offered. 37-3f
2. PERSONALS____________________
CUNNING RINGETITS! Breast Fest. 
_________________________________ 38-2p
PUNKIN, I wish you Peace and good 
health this Christmas. Ger the Bear.
38-2p
Ideal Gift — “MISSOULA THE WAY 
IT WAS” — a history book of Mis­
soula from the seventeen-hundreds to 
1920. It contains over 120 pictures 
and maps. Available at University 
Bookstore.__________________  39-lb
THE FORESTER’S BALL is the only 
good ball.______________________39-lb
If you’ve missed the last 50 odd, DON’T 
MISS THIS YEAR’S FORESTER’S 
BALL. Jan. 11 & 12.___________ 39-lb
SPECIAL HANUKKAH DINNER! Po­
tato knishes, matzo ball soup and 
much more. The Gilded Lily. Thurs­
day, December 20, 8-9 pjn., 515 So. 
Higgins.___________________ 39-lp
ONE EIGHT TRACK STEREO with 
stand, speakers, stereo earphones, 
turntable and AM-FM Tuner Amp 
all for $199.95 at Montana T.V. and 
Appliances, 2204 Regent, off 93. Also 
8-track tape only 99c.__________ 39-lb
CAN CAN GIRLS +  Free Food & Pop
+  Knee Slappin’ Music 4- Lots of 
Operatin’ Room =  Forester’s Ball.
; _____________________________ 39-lb
QUAD UNIT including 4 speakers, amp
w ith  AM-FM tu n e r and  delux turn­
table. This is not in like-new con­
dition, it is new and for sale for 
$229.95 at Montana TV & Appliance, 
2204 Regent, Off 93 Strip.______39-lb
NEEDED: MATURE MALES TO
SERVE AS BIG BROTHERS to fa­
therless boys on a one-to-one basis. 
Call 543-5082._________________  39-lp
This year’s Forester's Ball: BETTER
THAN EVER._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PLANT, ANIMAL AND HOUSE
WATCHING over vacation. 549-0633.
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING. 542-2034.
’___________________________ 39-lp
TYPING - experienced. 549-7282. 38-2p
FIREWOOD: Long burning, fragrant
apple wood. $25 for a pick-up truck 
load, delivered in and around Missou­
la area. Call Jeff Sanderson, Stevens­
ville, 7 7 7 - 3 1 7 5 ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 32~8f
9. TYPING ____
TYPING DONE ANYTIME. 549-7683. 
_________ _______ ________________ 36-4p
THESIS, gen. typing. Will pickup and
deliver. 273-2795._______________ 36-4p
TYPE ANYTHING, 35c page. 543-5840.
35-5p
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING. 273-6339.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 32~8p
TYPING: Term papers /  general typ-
ing. $l./page min. 50c after 1st 
page or by job. Sharon Rose 728-7799, 
near University._ _ _ _ _ _ _  18-22p
BEST BARGAIN TYPING 728-1395.
5-35p
RUSH TYPING 549-8074. 4-36p
10. TRANSPORTATION
and  share driving. Call 243-4400. 32-8f
Need ride to  OREGON or SEATTLE
afte r Dec. 13. Share expenses. Call 
Kalene 543-5840.35-5f
LEAVING FOR MILWAUKEE, Dec. 21.
Back to  Missoula, Dec. 27. W ant 2 
riders. Share  expenses. 549-6484, Ext. 
8. 35-5f
NEEDED: Ride to MINNESOTA afte r
3:00 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 13. Leave 
note  a t 402 Brooks (back) or call: 
728-7405.35-5f
Ride needed for two into th e  DEEP
SOUTH — MEMPHIS, TENN. or will 
se ttle  fo r Denver. Will share  driving, 
gas. the  whole trip . Can leave around 
Dec. 13. 543-5228, Sam or Tim. 35-5f
T hank you Robbin, fo r your subscrip­ts_ ' 9Q_1f
REAL live pschit onstage! UBU ROI!
___________ _____________________ 39-lb
Two good th ings happen WINTER
QUARTER: I t  ends & The F orester’s 
Ball. Jan. 11 & 12.  39-lb
A nother good thing happens w in ter
quarter, pits._________  39-**
VILE, DISGUSTING LOONY TUNES!
“UBU ROI1”___________________ 39-lb
FREDDY’S is having a pre-C hristm as 
sale December 10-16. Every book in 
the  store a t a  10% discount. Wide se­
lection of g ift books, 1974 a r t  calen­
dars, and m uch m ore. Come on in 
to F reddy’s  Feed and Read, 1221 
Helen Ave.__________________  37-3b
TO ALL STUDENTS FROM BUTTE: 
Please join us in B utte  on Dec. 21 a t 
the YMCA from  7 to 9 p.m. for a 
UM C hristm as P arty . The UM Am­
bassador's.______________________ 36-4b
PREGNANCY REFERRAL SERVICE 
243-6171. 4:30-6:30 M -F, except holi- 
days. 12-96c
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OP­
TIONS: Call Ja n  Hall, 549-0147 or 
549-3290, M arie K uffel, 728-3845 or 
549-7721, Jo e  M oran, 549-3385. 4-36b
Ride needed  to  COLUMBIA FALLS, 
Dec. 14-15. 243-5075, Bill. 33-7f
N eed rid e  to  CHICAGO or SOUTH­
WEST MICHIGAN. Will share  ex- 
penses. Call 243-2027.___________34-6f
Need ride to SACRAMENTO area De-
cem ber 14 or 15. Will share  expenses 
and  help drive. Contact Steve at 
543-5804.________________________ 34-6f
Ride needed to MINNEAPOLIS on Dec.
14 o r a fte r. Will share  expenses. Gall 
Ginny — 243-2349.______________ 34-6f
Need ride to SEATTLE for 2 people.
Share a ll expenses. 543-6242. Ask for 
Julie._______34 ~8*
NEED 8 RIDERS TO LOUISVILLE,
K entucky. Will leave as soon as can 
be arranged . $50 round  trip . 549-9015 
after 6 p.m.___________________  34-6f
NEED RIDERS TO PORTLAND, Ore-
gon, Dec. 12. Call Bob, 549-2838, 35-5f
Need ride to DENVER. Will share ex-
penses and  driving. Can leave a fte r 
Dec. 8th. 543-5019.______________ 34-6f
Need ride to SOUTH DAKOTA for
C hristm as. P referab ly  n o rthern  p art 
of state. Will help pay gas and  w ith 
driving. Contact Russ a t 901 Jesse: 
243-4888. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 34~6f
One person needs a ride to OMAHA,
Neb. W ill share  expenses. Call 243- 
2106. Rob. Can leave Dec. 13 o r 14.
34-6f
RIDE NEEDED TO CHICAGO or vicin­
ity  on o r before D ecem ber 8. 549-8993. 
For 2 people. ___________  34-6f
RIDE NEEDED TO CHICAGO or vicin­
ity  (Gary, Ind .). W ould like to  leave 
around Dec. 8th. Call Ray a t 728- 
1968._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  34"6f
OHIO ride needed afternoon Dec. 13th.
Please call Rick, 549-7205. Will help 
w ith  driving expenses and good 
times._____ __ _34 ~8*
Need ride to SACRAMENTO and back
over w in te r b reak. Can’t d rive bu t 
w ill help w ith  expenses and  will keep 
you aw ake. Call Gale 243-5280 or 
543-4487. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 33-7f
Need a ride to HAVRE and back over
vacation. Can help w ith  gas and 
driving. Call Craig, 543-4487, 33-7f
Ride needed to TEXAS o r any area en
route. Will help w ith  expenses and 
driving. Call Argerous a t  728-7741.
_______ __________________________ 33-7f
Ride needed to MOORHEAD, MINNE­
SOTA o r thereabouts a fte r the  14th. 
Will help w ith  expenses and driving. 
Call 728-7741 and ask for Joyce. 33-7f
Need person w ith van o r pick-up  to
take piece of fu rn itu re  to  DENVER. 
Will pay expense. Call George, 4485.
Need Ride fo r tw o to PORTLAND/EU-
GENE first w eek in  Dec. Call 258- 
6047.____________________________35-5f
Need ride to VARGO. Leave Dec. 13th.
Share gas and  driving. Call Ruth, 
549-3260._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35-5f
G irl needs ride to MINNEAPOLIS. Can
leave anytim e. Will help w ith  d riv ­
ing and  expenses. Call N ancy at 
728-6316.________________________35-5f
Ride needed — OMAHA or vicinity
(i.e. Sioux City, K ansas City, or
‘towns in N ebraska). P re fe r round­
trip . 4 people. Can sp lit adu lt/ch ild  
o r 1 adult/2 children, etc. Share 
expenses. 549-2596 a f te r  3:30. 35-5f
Need ride to VIRGINIA o r WASHING­
TON, D.C. fo r X -m as holiday. Will 
share driving, expenses and  en te r­
tainm ent, Call David, 243-4147. 35-5f
Need ride to and  from  MADISON,
WIS., o r nearby. Can leave Dec. 13. 
Share gas and driving. 728-6589. 35-5f
Need ride to SALT LAKE CITY, Dec.
13, Thurs. Will help w ith  driving and 
expenses. 728-5466. Leave a message.
Need riders to RENO. Share expenses.
Call 549-2530._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35~5f
Riders needed to or toward EASTERN
MONTANA, leave Dec. 15 rou te  to 
Billings, Roundup, Malta o r Miles 
City to G lendive and  up. B ill M iller 
253 - 243-4259.__________________ 36-4f
R iders needed to Columbus, OHIO or
vicinity  or anyth ing  on the way. 
M ark, 243-2055. Leaving noon Thurs- 
day, Dec. 13. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 38~4^
Travelling to  MINOT, N.D., Dec. 21.
R iders w anted to M inot or points b e ­
tw een — Williston, Wolf Point, Glas­
gow, Havre. R eturn ing  Dec. 31. Pay 
gas. Call 728-6723 before 14 Dec.
36-4f
4. HELP WANTED
NEEDED: PHOTOGRAPHER w ith
close-up lens to m ake 36 slides. Small 
fee. 549-9704 between 6-8. 38-2p
WORK STUDY STUDENT needed. 
Typing experience preferred , short­
hand  desired b u t no t im perative. 
Call 4831.______________________ 37-3b
SECRETARY NEEDED FOR MONTANA 
KAIMIN. 20 hours approxim ately a 
week. Negotiable pay: pittance m ini­
m um  wage, b u t te rrific  w orking con­
ditions w ith dynam ic, w onderful peo­
ple. O ther bullshit, too. S ta rt Jan. 
2 o r  so. Resume to  K aim in Office. 
243-6541.________________________ 37-3f
WANTED, sta rting  W inter Q uarter, 
un iversity  gal in terested  in free 
room and board in exchange for 
babysitting and  ligh t housekeeping. 
Three children — in school all day. 
Car will be furnished. Call Mrs. 
Wesley Sprunk, 728-5223.______ 36-4p
BIG BUSY UNIV. FAMILY w ould like 
exp. person to help fu ll/p a r t tim e w ith  
house and supper. 543-5359, 6 to 7 
p.m. (Be our glue, hold th ings to ­
gether and have fun yourself!) 32-8p 
7. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Need ride to OHIO area. Toledo spe­
cially. Help w ith  driving and  ex­
penses. See Rick, upstairs of 833 
Cherry St. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 33-7f
Ride needed from  GALLUP, N.M. to
Missoula, Dec. 26. 243-5075. Bill.
Share expenses.________________ 33-7f
Need ride to TEXAS for Christmas.
Will share  gas and  driving. 243-4936. 
David._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 33-7 f
TWO GIRLS need ride to BILLINGS
leaving a fte r 1 p.m. on Dec. 15. Will 
help share  expenses. Call 549-5703.
32-8f
NEED RIDE to Bloomington, Indiana,
or nearby, round-trip , share  expen­
ses. 728-6198. Christmas._______32-8f
Need ride to and  from  OKLAHOMA 
CITY area. Leave Dec. 14, Thur. 20, 
re tu rn  by Jan . 2nd. Share Expenses 
and driving. Call Gene a fte r 4 p.m., 
728-3635.________________________ 32-8f
Need ride to CLEVELAND, OHIO, early 
in Jan u ary . Will share in driving, ex­
penses and jolly  tim es. Call John  or 
Peggy at 728-6432.____________ , 32-8f
Ride needed to  SALT
Christmas. 543-8025, 37-3 f
Couple needs ride to  FLORIDA. Can
leave anytim e a f te r  D ecem ber 12, 
possibly before. Share  expenses. 
Martha or John, 728-6991._______ 36-4f
I need a rid e r to  L. A. AREA, So. .Calif.
Leave th e  13th, p robably go through 
San Francisco. Call Joan  a t  243-4028. 
Call as soon as p o s s i b l e . 3 7 - 3 f
Ride needed to MILWAUKEE area  over
C hristm as. Can leave Dec. 13 or 14. 
Share expenses and driving. Call 
Dave at 243-2115._ _ _ _ _ _ _  37~3f
Ride needed to MINN, on Dec 14 or
afte r. Will share  expenses. Bridget, 
549-7552.________• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3«~3^
Needed ride to MINNEAPOLIS after
2:00 p.m. Dec. 11. W ill share  gas and 
driving. $43-2666.___________  37-3f
Need ride to anyw here EAST OF THE
M ISSISSIPPI—Dec. 13 o r 14. Call 
243-2676.__________________  37-3f
Ride needed to PORTLAND, ORE. or
VANCOUVER, WASH, a f te r  Dec. 14. 
Call Debby a t 728-9812, Apt. No. 36 
after 7 pjn._________i___________ 37-3f
Rider w anted  to JACKSON, WYO.
Leave Dec. 11, 10:00 a.m. Call Alice, 
549-3555.______________________  37-3f
Rider wanted to help pay for gas (VW)
to SALT LAKE CITY a n d /o r  ASPEN. 
Leaving Dec 15. Call 728-6574. Ask 
for P e t e . ____________________ 37-3f
1 o r 2 RIDERS to SEATTLE, TACOMA
area. Leave afternoon 13. 728-5839.
37-3f
Need a ride to SPOKANE, Wa. Dec. 13
or m orning of Dec. 14. Share  ex­
penses, Linda. 243-2157._________ 38-2f
R iders needed to EASTERN MON­
TANA. Miles City, G lendive, Billings. 
Leaving Dec. 14. Must help  pay  gas. 
Call 243-5006 a fte r 3:00 p.m, 38-2f
MINNESOTA: Ride needed a fte r De­
cem ber 14th. Will share . Leave 
message for Leo, 728-2595.______38-2f
TRI-CITIES o r Richland. W ash. Ride
- heeded ■ to'. Call John  a t 549-7938.
-  38-2f
Need ride from  PORTLAND, OREGON
to Missoula on Jan u ary  1 or 2. Will 
share expenses. Call 728-3390. 38-2f
BISMARCK bound rid e r w anted. Leav­
ing Tuesday about 10 a.m . 243-4357.
VW TOW BAR. $25.00. 2031 Strand.
_________________________ 37-3f
Set of WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDI­
AS w ith  y ear book cu rren t th ru  1973. 
S tand  fo r books also. Call Hamilton, 
363-2245.__________ ;____________ 37-3 p
FOR SALE: Two n 
m er tread  tires. 
7446.
w 7.00 X  13 sum -
$30.00. Call 543- 
37-3f
TOYO 8-trac t reco rder w ith  speakers. 
$75. Two a ir  suspension speakers, 
$30. Must sell soon. 243-2278. 37-3p
15” J .  B. LANSING GUITAR speaker in 
black v inyl - covered cabinet, $79 or 
best offer. Leave message fo r Rich 
L anders a t  Knowles H all Desk, 2552. 
Will contact y o u . 3 5 - 5 f
SKI BOOTS, Lange, 11M — 273-4711.
36-4p
GRUNDIG ree l-to -ree l tape  stereo and 
tapes, $50: .Whirlpool W ringer Wash­
e r, 2-yrs. old, $40; child-size bike, 
like  new, $15; Size 10V2 R eiker ski 
boots, M etalist A&T Skis, Solomon 
bindings 404, poles — used one sea­
son — $55. Snowmobile boots, size 
10, like  new  — $10. Call Stevensville, 
7 7 7 - 3 1 7 5 . 3 6 -4f
V.W. OWNERS! 2 studded  tires, 560-15, 
$10. B arrecrafte r racks holds 4-pair 
with lock. $15. 543-4885._______ 35-5p
TWO GOODYEAR SUBURBANITE 
studded  snow  stires A78-13. Polaroid 
Model 330 ex tras. A fte r 5:30 phone 
728-1353. __________________ 35-5p
FISHER COMBI Alu S teel bindings size
10 Ricker, poles Tomic — $50. o r best 
offer. Call 549-3647 a fte r 5 p.m. Good 
condition. 34-6J)
13. AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE SCHOOL. Circle U 
Realty Offers n ight class preparation 
for M ontana Real Estate Licensing 
Exam inations. New class starting  7 
Jan . Tuition $50.00. Call 728-1170 
mornings. 37-3p
12—Friday, December 7, 1973
NEED RIDE TO NEW ENGLAND area 
Christm as. Leave Dec. 13 o r 14. Will 
share driving and expenses. Call 
Gary, 243-5309.__________________32-8f
NEED A RIDE TO ANYWHERE in Cali­
fornia for Christmas. Will share ex- 
penses. Alex Bourdcau, 243-4168. 32-8f
NEED RIDE TO ILLINOIS (Chicago 
Area) a fte r Dec. 13th. Will share  gas 
and driving. Gerard. 243-4976. 32-8f
RIDE WANTED to CALIFORNIA over 
Christm as. Will share  gas. Leave 
a fte r Dec. 12, P a t & Steve 543-8650.
32-8f
R ider w anted to SAN FRANCISCO
AREA. Can leave Dec. 17. Call Will. 
244-5549._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 36~4f
Ride needed to NORTHWEST IOWA.
Will share expenses. Can leave Dec. 
14. Call Tom at 243-4717._______ 36-4f
Man and  wom an need ride to CHICAGO
and back (if possible) X -m as break. 
W illing to contribute some $$$, d riv ­
ing expertise  and  w itty  conversa- 
tion. Call 542-2874._____________ 36-4f
BOISEAN looking for X-m as ride
hom e. Can leave 14th. Can m ake 
any arrangem ents to  share expenses. 
Call Bryan, 243-2607.___________ 36-4f
HELP! Need roundtrip ride to DES
-MOINES, IOWA and back to Mis­
soula fo r X-m as break. Will help 
w ith gas and  driving. Any tim e a fte r 
4 p.m., Dec. 13th o r Dec. 14th. Call 
728-6228 a fte r 6 p.m. Ask for Nanka.
36-4f
RIDE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY, Bay
Area. Share expenses, gas. 549-5927. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : __________ 36-3f
Ride w anted to  DENVER o r anyw here
in MICHIGAN. Will shai;e expenses 
and  driving. See D ave a t  132 M onroe 
St. or leave message at 543-6573, 36-4f
G raduate studen t needs ride to ROCK
ISLAND, ILL., for Christm as. Leave 
Decem ber 20. Will pay  a ll gas and 
share  driving. Call Jim , 728-9376.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  36-4f
Riders w anted to MINOT, N.D. Leave 
Dec. 21, re tu rn  Dec. 28. Call L arry 
243-5752.________________________ 36-4f
Riders wanted to KANSAS CITY via
Billings, Denver. Share expenses. 
Leaving Dec. 13, Phone 728-7492. 36-4f
Need ride to PENDLETON, OREGON
or nearby, roundtrip . Share expenses. 
Call 243-2754._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ■ 36-4f
Need ride to DENVER on D ecem ber 26.
Will share gas, driving, etc. Call 
543-5220,________________________ 36-4f
D esperately needed ride to MILWAU­
KEE. G ladly share expenses, driving 
and  conversation. Call Ja n  243-4138. 
Willing to leave Dec. 13th,______36-4f
Need person to drive car and U-HAUL 
to CALIFORNIA from  Polson. 4 
people going. 883-2497.__________36-4f
Ride needed to LARAMIE. WYO., 16th 
th rough 20th. Share expenses. B ill­
ings or Salt Lake City will help too. 
Melissa: 549-5243. Thanks.______36-4f
Need riders to CHICAGO. $50 round- 
trip . 549-9015._________________ 36-4f
Ride needed to  CHICAGO or nearby. 
A nytim e a fte r Dec. 7th. 728-6228 a fte r 
6 p.m._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 36-4f
Need a ride to COLORADO or LAKE 
TAHOE anytim e before December 
10. Will help  w ith  driving a n d . ex-
_perises. Laurie, 243-5425,________ 36-4 f
BADLY NEED RIDE TO DENVER!
Leave afternoon of Dec. 13th or 
after. Will share  gas and driving. 
Have to know SOON! Call Bob. 243- 
2 2 9 4 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 36-4f
R ider w anted to ARIZONA. John , 425 
South 5th West (trailer).______ 38-2f
Desperately need ride to DES MOINES, 
IOWA Dec. 13 o r 14. Will share  d riv ­
ing and expenses. Call 243-2165. Ask 
for Mike._______________________38-2f
Needed ride to GREAT FALLS afte r­
noon Dec. 13. Will share gas. Call 
Jon 243-2134.___________________ 38-2f
Ride needed to CHICAGO anytim e 
after Dec. 12. 543-6488._________ 38-2f
Ride needed to PORTLAND, OREGON
afte r Dec. 20. Will share  all expenses. 
728-6520 days. A fter 5:30 728-3628.
38-2f
ONE 1965 OLDS DELTA 88 Factory 
Air, P.B., P.S., T ilt W heel, Radio, 
Pow er A ntenna. Good m echanical 
condition. Good in te rio r — clean, 
body  needs some w ork. Call 543-
, 5228 la te  evenings o r 728-3800 before 
9 pjn. and ask for Dan.________ 39-lf
67 PONTIAC TEMPEST V-8, tape deck,
a ir  conditioned, good engine, $600. 
728-6489. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  38-2p
FIREBIRD FOR SALE. 1970 Pontiac
F ireb ird  esprit. 350 V-8, bronze w / 
saddle in terior, p.s., new  radials. Call 
543-7477 after 5 pjn ,___________ 36-4p
VW. Good fo r parts , o r fram e, o r en­
gine. $75. Stevensville—777-3175. 37-3f
15. MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1972 TRIUMPH 500, excellen t condition, 
good ROAD BIKE, desperate, $500. 
549-2721 ( a n y t i m e ) . 3 5 - 5 p
16. WANTED TO BUY
Ride needed EAST, Pref. N.Y. Will 
share, etc. Contact Phil Deering. 549- 
9088. 36-4f
Need a ride to MINEAPOLIS, WIS­
CONSIN o r CHICAGO. Can leave 
anytim e. Will share  expenses. Call 
Jim 549-4695.___________________ 38-2f
D riving to COLORADO SPRINGS eve­
n ing  of 12th. Call 728-5476 o r leave 
message at 1023 Arthur. No. 4. 38-2f
RIDERS NEEDED: Spokane. Walla 
Walla, Lewiston. Call Steve, 549- 
0200.____________________________39-lf
G irl needs ride to COLUMBIA FALLS 
W ednesday evening. Call 243-4079.
__________________________________39-lf
Need your car d riven back to MIS­
SOULA a fte r  C hristm as? Looking 
for car to drive ou t from  th e  Chi­
cago area. Will take th e  hassle off 
your hands. Will pay gas. Responsi- 
ble driver. Call 243-4540,_______39-lf
Need ride to BAY AREA on D ecem ber 
14. Will share  expenses and  driving. 
549-2771.________________________ 39-lf
W ant a good d river for m y car to 
LEWISTON, IDAHO. Leaving Sat­
urday . Decem ber 22. R eturn  on 
W ednesday, D ecem ber 26. Call 273- 
2230. 39-lf
DRIVING TO SPOKANE, Dec. 21. 
Room fo r 3. M avis Lorenz, 543-6276.
__________________________________39-lf
Ride needed to GREAT FALLS and 
back to  Missoula for Christm as. Judy , 
549-9492.________________________ 39-lf
Badly need ride to DENVER! Can leave 
afternoon of Dec. 13 o r a fte r. Call 
Tim, 543-5228.__________________ 39-lf
NEED 1 o r 2 RIDERS to SEATTLE 
area. Call 549-6740. Can leave 14th.
39-lf
KNAPSACK, chest o f d raw ers. 543- 
6488.________________________ 38-2p
ONE PAIR CROSS COUNTRY SKIS,
210 c.m. Size 9V2 boot, and  poles. 
M ust be in  good condition. Jam ie 
Holte, 167 D uni way.____________37-3p
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS, hardcover, 
paperback, new  o r  used. Book B ank, 
540 Daly, 1025 Arthur._________ 13-27p
17. WANTED TO RENT
MALE GRAD needs apt/or room m ate 
near campus. Dog. S ta rt W inter 
Quarter — 549-7360 after 5:30. 39-lp
NEED APARTMENT by Jan . 1. Male 
student. P a rtly  furn ished . 728-6198. 
Close.__________________________ 37-3p
NEED HOUSING FOR w om an w ith  2
children  by Christm as. Close to  U. 
P re fe r share  w ith  o ther students. 
728-3736. 35-5p
18. FOR RENT
2-BEDROOM sem i-furnished basem ent 
apt.. University area, 549-0957. 39-lp
2 BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR HOUSE, 
$150. 314 South 5th East. Fem ales 
only. 728-7713._________________ 38-2p
Have APARTMENT FOR RENT over 
vacation. Call 728-9191, evenings. 
_________________________________ 38-2p
UPPERCLASSMAN sleeping room , w /
cooking privileges, laundry  fac., 
u tilities paid. $55.00 a mo. 308 N orth  
Ave. E. after 5:30 p.m.________ 36-4p
NEW MOBILE HOME FOR th ree  w in­
te r  q uarte r. Furn ished  tw o bedroom, 
$55 each per m onth and  u tilities. Call 
258-6595 to  view. 35-5p
19. ROOMMATE WANTED
Two people need ride to  MINN, o r as 
fa r  east as possible. Share expenses. 
728-6361. 39-lf
11. CLOTHING
ALTERATIONS: 305 Connell. 8-32p
12. FOR SALE
110 LBS. SET OF WEIGHTS. About 
$12.00 o r best offer. Call 243-5225 
after 7:00 p.m._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39-lf
FISCHER ALU SKIS, 190 cm. Look-
Nevada bindings. 728-3522 a fte r 5 
p.m. $ 8 0 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39-lp
X-C BONNA 2200 SKIS (200 cm) with
cable bindings, poles. Fabiano boots 
size 8’a. Used only once. Call Don- 
ette, 243-4481, 8-5 weekdays. 38-2p
RAICHLE SKI BOOTS, Size 10, 243- 
5308.________________________38-2p
SKI BOOTS Size 7. Garrard turntable.
$25 each. 728-6489._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 38-2p
YASHICA ELECTRO 35 camera with 
strobe. Call 728-6178 after 5. 37-3p
FEMALE ROOMMATE w anted, $50.00 
per month. 728-6181.___________ 37-3p
MALE TO SHARE 14 x  70 furnished
tra ile r  in  country. A bout 7 miles 
from  Missoula. Very reasonable. Call 
a fte r 7:00 p.m., 243-5267 o r 549-4393.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for Win-
te r  and  Spring Quarters. Nice ap a rt­
m ent, a lready furn ished . Call 728- 
6280 for details, after n o o n . 3 6 - 4 p
20. PETS
FREE PUPPIES — m other is border 
collie, fa th er?  728-7819.36-4p
21. MISCELLANEOUS
FRETTED INSTRUMENT SALE: 20% 
discount offered all students and 
facu lty  th ru  X-Mas. Special orders 
included. B itterroo t Music, 200 S. 3rd 
W. 728-1957,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 30~10P
DANCE CLASSES — Elenita Brown —
Internationally  tra ined  - Ballet - Char­
ac te r - M odern - Spanish - A frican - 
Jazz. 728-1683 o r 1-777-5956. 10-30p
Student designers feel little competition
-  page 10
designer looks at the fabric not just 
as a fabric, but as an addition to a 
personality and a necessary part of 
an entire human being. All the pieces 
have to fit.”
"We feel the most important thing to 
do is allow the students to free their 
imaginations,”  she said. "We en­
courage people to go bananas.” 
Karen Kummel, one of the 10 seniors 
in design-techn ical, became 
interested in costume designing and 
switched her emphasis from acting 
when she was a sophomore at UM.
"Acting is a field that's too 
competitive," she said. "It requires 
on-the-spot competition. Often it’s 
make-it-or-break-it on the first try."
"Designing is more stable. We have 
time to do a better job. It allows me to 
be more flexible, and it's not just 
reproducing a scene like actors do."
Last summer, Hummel won the 
National Collegiate Costume Design 
Contest.
Three weeks ago, she won first place 
in costume designing at the Rocky 
Mountain Theater Conference. 
Students from Idaho, Montana, 
Wyoming, Utah and Colorado 
participated.
Tom Valach, another UM design- 
technical student, won second place 
in another division of the contest, the 
combination costume and set 
designing.
Valach is specializing in lighting and 
was in charge of the lights for the 
recent drama production of "Hedda 
Gabler.”
His responsibilities include finding 
appropriate props and setting up and 
directing the mechanical handling of 
th e  s ta g e  l ig h ts  d u r in g  
performances.
All the lights are controlled from con­
trol panels off-stage, Valach ex­
plained. Lighting operators watch 
the action on stage and direct the 
light changes according to schedule.
Lighting equipment can be used to 
simulate sunlight and artificial light, 
as well as producing special effects 
such as fire.
"Our equipment is archaic,”  Valach 
said, although he said UM was “ lucky 
compared to a lot of other schools.”
The biggest lighting production 
problem is timing, Valach s a id -  
coordinating the actions of players 
on-stage with the desired lighting 
effects controlled off-stage.
"One time Hedda flicked a switch at 
one end of the set, and a light came 
on at the other end of the stage," he 
said..“ It was hilarious.”
Valach said he has no standard way 
of planping a production because 
each presentation is different.
"Hedda Gabler" is the story of a 
woman trying to deal with some of 
her attitudes caused by a strict up­
bringing.
“The story was realistic and set in a 
Victorian house at the turn of the 
century,”  Valach said, “so the set was 
cold and confining, to match Hed- 
da’s feelings.”
After meeting with the play’s director 
and discussing the show’s concepts, 
Valach researched the historical 
period of the action. He decided that 
the effects of electrical lights could 
be used.
"We could have used stage lights that 
would have given the effect of can­
dles or gas lamps,” Valach said, “but
FOR A GREAT 
SKI OR SNOWSHOE  
WEEKEND
TRY
SWAN RIVER 
GUEST RANCH
Seeley Lake, Mont. 59868
Ron Hummel 754-2351 
MARKED TRAILS—MEALS— 
LODGING—GROUP RATES
it’s a lot easier to have Hedda flick a 
switch and have a light come on than 
to work out the timing o f having her 
light a lamp.”
After consulting with the set 
designer, Valach borrowed light fix­
tures for the play from a friend at a 
local fixture store.
Among other students who con­
tributed to “Hedda Gabler" were 
John Shaffner, set designer, and 
Holly Olson, costume designer.
Hummel designed the costumes for 
"The Hostage," ran last week. She 
worked about two weeks designing 
costumes for the 30 characters for 
the beginning of dress rehearsals.
She said she reads the script and 
talks with the director to draw first 
impressions about the characters.
"I start with stereotypes and then 
make them unique individuals,”  she 
said.
As designer, her job is to make 
detailed drawings, called “costume 
plates,” of the characters. The actual 
costumes, with the plates used as 
patterns, are “ built”  by Julia 
Rutherford, the drama costume- 
shop manager.
PRE-
CHRISTMAS
HAIRSTYLING
SPECIAL
The Staff at
&  M a j o r ’s  O g e
2613 Brooks 
on the 93 strip
Invites You to  Take Advantage o f Our Pre- 
Christmas Price Reduction Dec. 10th thru 
Dec. 15th 
Complete Styles 
Reg. $9.00
Special Only $5.00 
INTRODUCING SANDI RUFF 
Men’s Hairstyling Consultant 
Sand! Joins Dave and Kathy Blake, and 
Cynthia LaCounte 
—THE PROFESSIONALS—
CALL AHEAD FOR APPOINTMENT 
728-7260
Montana SnowBowl is now 
completely open for skiing, 
7 days a week, 9:30-4.
Save Gas! Take SnowBowls bus on
SALE!
 the weekend—Leaves Field House at 9 a.m. Fare: $1.25
Pro Shop Back-to-the-Mountain Sale 
Shop moves from 740 S. Higgins back to SnowBowl soon
20% off every item in stock, Wed.—Sat. 
Dynastarand Hart skis •  Raichle, MolitorandSan Marco boots
ontana
nowBowl
A few season passes are still available. 
Inquire about special week-end only passes 
for UM Students and Faculty.
For "The Hostage," a modern 
comedy, Hummel said she also 
bought clothes from the Salvation 
Army and second-hand stores and 
built costumes from them. She had a 
$200 budget.
After she graduates, Hummel said 
she would like to work in England for 
about a year and then return to 
graduate school in America. She 
spent last summer in England, work­
ing with theater groups.
She said she plans to work profes­
sionally after leaving graduate 
school, and possibly teach drama at 
the University level.
Valach said he would like to leave 
school next quarter and work for a 
while with a semi-professional 
theater, the Ashland (Oregon) 
Shakespearean Regional Theater.
He said he is also considering 
graduate school and a teaching 
career.
Both students agree that the drama 
department has a good program.
"One of the reasons I came here," 
Va lach  sa id , “ was because  
undergraduates get to do things.”
Committee set application deadline 
for director, ddmissions-records
The committee searching for a direc­
tor otadmissions and records for the 
University of Montana has set Feb. 15 
as its deadline for accepting ap­
plications.
The new director will head the offices 
of admissions and the registrar, 
which are to be combined by July 1. 
The President’s Committee on 
Preparedness, also known as the 
Budget Crunch Committee, has 
recommended the two offices be 
combined and administered by one 
director.
Rudyard Goode, UM business 
school dean, said yesterday the com- 
m itte e  p lan s  to  p la ce  an 
advertisement in the Chronicle o f 
Higher Education within the month. 
He said the committee also plans to 
advertise in education journals 
published for members of minority 
groups.
Make This A 
Bo-Legs 
Christmas
Remember Bo-Legs has a 
Gift for Every Member 
of the Family.
Bo-Legs is open 
weeknights til 9:30 
and Sunday 12 to 5:00
This Sunday Only—Select 
Group of Warm Winter
Coats 1/3 off.
Bo-Legs 4 blks from Campus
Corner of So. Higgins and Beckwith
The committee hopes to submit four 
or five names to the administration 
by April 1, Goode said.
C o m m itte e  m e m b e rs  h ave  
scheduled a meeting in one week to 
review the job description. He said 
they have not yet decided on criteria 
for the position.
Committee members are Howard 
Reinhardt, mathematics professor; 
William Pierce, forestry professor; 
Emma Lommasson, registrar, and 
Central Board delegates Pat 
Madison and John Pambrun.
The oldest signatories of the 
Declaration of Independence at the 
time of signing were Benjamin Fran­
klin, the oldest signer, and Stephen 
Hopkins who was the next oldest.
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Physical Plant taking measures 
to conserve energy, save money
Physical fitness class to be televised
By Bob Anez 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
In the midst of the nation-wide 
energy crisis, the University of Mon­
tana Physical Plant has been busy 
trying to conserve energy on the UM 
campus.
Plant employes are presently ex­
amining all the thermostat settings 
and areas of possible excessive light­
ing in campus buildings, according 
to Jim Gordon, Physical Plant 
engineer.
Gordon said the plant is trying to 
reach a point where heat and light 
use can be reduced by 10 per cent. 
He said the floodlight In front of Main 
Hall which usually lights the bell 
tower is not lit anymore in an attempt 
to "get rid of the exterior ‘pretty’ 
lighting."
Gordon said the Physical Plant is 
checking each building to determine 
if lighting and thermostats can be 
turned down. He said in some 
buildings where there is little activity, 
such as in secretarys' offices, 
thermostats are set as high as 78 
degrees.
He added that by square footage, 
older campus buildings cost more to 
heat than the newer ones because of 
the poor methods of insulating used 
in the past.
The University paid more than 
$403,000 for electricity, water and 
natural gas during the ‘72-73 fiscal 
year, he said. That was an increase of 
more than $55,000 over the 71-72 
fiscal year.
If the University had used 10 per cent
Special parking lot 
designated for cars 
left during vacation
Students who Intend to leave their 
vehicles on campus during the 
Christmas break have been asked to 
park In the lot west of the Field House 
between Fifth and Sixth Streets.
Ed Russ, chief of UM security said 
the other parking lots w ill be plowed 
clear of snow during the break so 
they will be clean when school 
reopens.
Regular hours kept 
during final week 
at UM bookstore
The Associated Students’ Store will 
maintain regular hours during final 
week, Larry Hansen, bookstore 
manager, said yesterday.
The regular store hours are 7:30 a.m. 
to 5:30 p.m.
Hansen said the bookstore will be 
open 8:30 a.m. to S p.m. Dec. 17 
through 20 and 8:30 a.m. to I p.m. 
Dec. 21.
He said the store will reopen Dec. 26 
through 28 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
and will close Dec. 29 through Jan. 1.
He said hours for Jan. 2 through 4 
will be 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and the 
store will resume regular hours after 
Jan. 4.
less of the electricty and gas, UM 
would be $34,000 richer today.
Utilities during October cost the 
University $38,500. If lights had been 
turned o ff and thermostats turned- 
down to save 10 per cent, the 
University could have saved more 
than $3,600.
Gordon said if gas rationing 
becomes mandatory, the Physical 
Plant will have to change its 
operation, depending on how much 
gas the University is allocated. He 
said so far the Physical Plant is 
receiving the same amount of 
gasoline each week it did last year.
He explained that the plant has its 
own 1,500 gallon gas storage tank. 
Gas is delivered every week from a 
bulk plant. He said the Physical Plant 
uses 800 to 900 gallons a week.
Gordon believes if gas becomes 
scarce, no physical plant employes 
will be laid off: instead, "the men will 
double up in the vehicles and one 
man will drop anothe? off at his job 
and pick him up when he isfinished.”
He said in such a situation the mens' 
efficiency may be affected because 
those men with vehicles will be run­
ning errands for those without.
He said the Physical Plant will then 
have to  decide whether it needs all 
the vehicles it is presently using.
A televised course on physical 
fitness will be presented on cable 9 
beginning Jan. 7.
The two-credit course, Fitness and 
Weight Control, will be presented by 
the Office of Continuing Education, 
the University of Montana and cable 
9. The University has not yet 
determined how participants will 
earn the credits.
The television show will run three 
times weekly for ten weeks from 4:30 
to 5 p.m. and will be taught by Brian 
Sharkey, an exercise physiologist at 
the University, and Dave Hein, UM 
graduate student.
The program will consist of instruc­
tion, exercise demonstrations and 
special features, Including both new 
and seasonal sports, visits with 
various personalities, question and 
answer sessions, and practical 
demonstrations on physical fitness 
and muscle toning.
Sharkey said the television series 
aims com m unicate  Im portant 
research findings to interested 
persons in the state.
A video tape of the program will be 
shown in the UC daily after each 
broadcast.
In addition to the television course, 
the Office of Continuing Education 
will offer four art courses, four 
courses in business administration, 
four education courses, two courses 
in social work, and one course each
in liberal arts, Journalism, history, 
English, computer science, and an­
thropology.
UM students must now pay the full 
extension rate of $21 a course credit, 
Anne Dwelle, Secretary of the Office 
of Continuing Education, said, 
because the Division of Extension 
and Continuing Education is now 
self-supporting and does not receive 
any regular fees.
*  ALL MAKES A MODELS
CUSTOM PAINT MATCHING 
AUTO PAINT BAKING 
OVEN
AUTO GLASS INSTALLED 
LEAK FREE
FRONT ENO ALIGNMENT 
FRAME STRAIGHTENING
CALL RON ^ 4 9 ^ 2 3 4 ^
Stephens & Strand Ave.
The office has charged the full fee for 
the past year, but Dwelle said many 
students were unaware that the 
policy had changed from previous 
years when the courses were free to 
full-time students.
Among talking birds are the coc­
katoo, cockatiel, lory, parakeet, tur- 
quoislne, love-bird, kea, lorikeet, 
macaw, conure, amazon and electus.
see 
RON
For Your
Estimate On Paint 
and Repairs
x \ \ y i / / /
FREE DELIVERY
542-2011
1947 South Ave. West
S O N Y r  v
PS-5520
STEREO TURNTABLE
Your valuable records are treated royally in The World 
of Sony Sound. Sony’s PS-5520 playback unit lets you 
Dlay 33'/3 and 45 rpm records with excellent qualny 
reproduction. Flawless tracking subjects your records 
to less wear and tear. At the end of each record the 
PS-5520's tone arm returns to rest and the unit auto­
matically shuts off. To automatically "start , reject , 
"repeat6, and "stop" you simply touch the operating 
lever. A specially designed hysteresis synchronous 
motor plus a belt drive practically eliminates rumble. 
Smart walnut base with a hinged, smoked plastic cover. 
VISIT THE WORLD OF SONY SOUND AT:
StR-
I I L V L l ’J
505 B urling ton 549-6145
Open 4:00 p.m. 
to  1:00 a.m. 
Pickup or
HOWARD’S PIZZA
CENTER COURSES
University of Montana
Beginning Bridge Knitting
Black Studies Seminar* (Beg. & Adv.)
Calligraphy Macrame
(Beg. & Adv.) Modern Dance Movement
Creative Stilchery Needlepoint
Drawing & Illustration Ojo de Dios Design
Advanced Embroidery Photography
Workshop (Beg., Intermed.
Five String Banjo & Seminar)
Folk Dancing International President's Forum*
(Beg. & Intermed.) Science of Creative
Folk Music Intelligence
Guitar (Beg., Intermed. Self-Realization*
& Adv.) Speed Reading
Human Sexuality Workshops
Ice Cream Workshop Spinning
“I’m OK: You’re OK" Tai Chi Chuan
& The Feminine Mystique The Antiquity of
Judo Pollution in Montana*
(Beg. & Adv.) The Migrant Worker*
Judo Leclure/Demonstration* Trout Unlimited Films*
Jogging/Weighl Control Upholstery
for Men* Women in Literature
Karate Woodcut Printing
(Beg. & Adv.) Yoga*
’jK Tree ol charge
January 7-—March 7
•  Registration will be held from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
weekdays January 7-18 at the U.C. Information Desk.
•  These non-credit courses are open to the entire
community of Missoula. Telephone 243-4103 for
further information.
REEFER MADNESS BENEFIT
THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATRE
515 S. Higgins
Wed—Thurs—Friday—Saturday 
Dec. 12, Dec. 13, Dec. 14, Dec. 15 
7:00 & 9:15
All Proceeds to go lor the Fight to 
Change the Marijuana Laws.
Don’t Miss It! Free Stickers!
oooooooooooooooooaoeooooooi
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ERA Senate vote will be close in ’74
The last Review o f 1973 contains several articles on im portant 
legislation the 44th legislature w ill consider after it convenes in 
Helena Jan. 7.
These articles discuss abortion, the Equal Rights Amendment, 
gambling, marijuana decrim inalization, no-fault insurance and a 
number o f environmental issues.
It is not a comprehensive list. It is, however, a starting point. As 
last year, the Montana Kaimin w ill be covering the legislature.
By Carey Yunker
Montana Kaimin
associate editor
Missoula proponents of the Equal 
Rights Amendment (ERA) to the U.S. 
Constitution are fighting hard to get 
it passed by the Montana legislature 
this year.
A measure to ratify the 27th 
amendment was tabled by the state 
Senate last year 27-23 on the 13th 
vote the senators took on the 
measure. It had previously passed 
the Montana House of Represen­
tatives 73-23.
Fern Hart, president of the Missoula 
League of Women Voters, said, “Last 
year, we didn’t organize. It got tight, 
and it’got late.” The league is one of 
several local groups actively working 
to pass the amendment this year.
The complete text of the amendment 
is as follows:
“Section 1. Equality of rights under 
the law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or by 
any State on account of sex.
"Section 2. The Congress shall have 
the power to enforce, by appropriate 
legislation, the provisions o f this 
article.
"Section 3. This amendment shall 
take effect two years after the date of 
ratification."
Thirty states have ratified the ERA 
thus far. A proposed amendment to 
the U.S. Constitution must be ratified 
by three-fourths of the states (38 
states) before it becomes effective.
Therefore, eight more states are 
needed to ratify the ERA. The states 
must ratify it before March, 1979, 
because the ratification must occur 
w ith in  seven years a fte r an 
amendment is passed by the U.S. 
Congress.
The states will have until March, 
1981, in which to revise their laws to 
bring them intb compliance with the 
amendment.
Montana and Maine are considered 
by both opponents and proponents 
of the amendment as two of the key 
states which are considering the bill 
this year. Jan LaValley, a member of 
the National Organization of Women 
(NOW), said they are key states 
because “they are two of the states 
that tabled the ERA. If the ERA fails in 
these states, it would probably in­
dicate that the attitude of the nation 
as a whole has changed about the 
amendment.”
LaValley said the other state which 
had tabled the ERA was Georgia, and 
she said she thought Georgia was 
not considered a key state because it 
would most likely vote against the 
ERA.
NOW is actively working to get the 
ERA ratified.
The U.S. House of Representatives 
approved the amendment by 354-23 
on Oct. 12, 1971. The U.S. Senate 
passed the amendment on March 22, 
1972, 84 to 8.
After the measure passed the Mon­
tana House of Representatives, it ran 
into trouble on the Senate floor. Sen. 
John McDonald, D-Belt, who led the 
bill's opponents, argued, "If Jesus 
wanted people to be equal he would 
have had six men and six women 
apostles."
Sandra Muckelston, assistant dean 
of the University of Montana law 
school and a member of the 
Governor’s Committee on the Status
of Women, said quite a few senators 
who had originally been in favor of 
the bill changed their minds because 
of mail predominately against the 
amendment.
Muckelston said a lot of anti-ERA 
mail was from Sen. Sam Ervin, D- 
N.C. Ervin had opposed the 
amendment in the U.S. Senate.
The resolution failed to pass the 
debate stage in the state Senate on a 
25-25 vote. Other votes on the 
measure failed, and the final vote to 
reconsider the measure failed 27-23.
Early the next day, the Senate Rules 
Committee said the measure had 
been improperly acted upon and in­
validated the vote that had ap­
parently killed the issue. By another 
27-23 vote, the senators tabled the 
measure.
A two-thirds vote is required to move 
a measure back to the floor for con­
sideration once it has been tabled. 
However, Senate Majority Leader 
Neil Lynch, D-Butte, made a motion 
that the ERA resolution, along with a 
number of other bills, be placed back 
in the Rules Committee. The motion 
was passed, and the ERA now awaits 
further consideration in the coming 
session. The measure requires only a 
majority of either the senate or the 
committee to be brought back on the 
floor.
Republican Sen. Fred Carl is the only 
Missoula senator opposing the ERA. 
He, said he is “ 100 per cent con­
vinced" that passing an amendment 
is the wrong method of getting equal 
rights for women.
"Let's take our time and change the 
laws which have to be’changed," he 
said.
In an article in the Missoulian, he said 
he thought the best way to secure 
equal rights for women was to attack 
the problems issue by issue.
Sen. Harry Northey, R-Missoula, said ’ 
he favors the ERA because women 
are “entitled to equal rights." He said 
that if the amendment passed, it 
probably would riot affect Montana 
women as much as ‘ ‘women 
elsewhere because Montana women 
"already have a lot of rights.”
The new Montana constitution in­
cludes an equal rights clause, but 
proponents of the bill argue that 
women who move out-of-state will 
lose some of the rights they have; 
therefore, a federal equal rights 
measure is necessary, according to 
Hart.
Sen. Elmer Flynn, D-Missoula, said 
he favors the amendment and said he 
thought it had a chance of passing 
since it had gone back into com­
mittee instead of remaining on the 
table.
Sen. G. W. Deschamps, R-Missoula, 
said tl)e principle of the ERA is 
similar to the principle he uses when 
taking care of his horsed
“ If you work a male and a female 
horse all day plowing a field," he 
said, "when you bring them in that 
night, you give them an equal 
amount of oats." He said he would 
vote for the amendment.
Twila Voorhees, chairwoman of the 
Public Education Committee of the 
Montana Equal Rights Ratification 
Council and a director of the league, 
said it probably will be necessary for 
a majority of the Senate to bring the 
ERA out of committee.
She said at least four members of the 
seven-member Rules Committee 
probably would vote against recon­
sidering the bill. Those senators in­
clude McDonald, who is vice 
chairman of the committee; William 
Mathers, R-Miles City; Jim Moore, R- 
Two Dot, and Jean Turnage, R- 
Polson. These senators voted 
against the ERA in the final senate 
vote last year.
Voorhees said the ERA proponents 
on the committee include Lynch, 
who is chairman, and Flynn.
W. A. Groff, a Democrat from Victor, 
was on the committee last year but 
has resigned from the Senate. Flyhn 
said he thought Sen. Carroll 
Graham, D-Lodge Grass, would take 
G roffs place on the committee. 
Graham also has voted against the 
ERA ratification.
Missoula groups actively promoting 
the ERA include the league, the Mis­
soula Chapter of NOW and the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU).
The league  and NOW are 
represented on and help support the 
ratification council. The Missoula 
Business and Professional Women’s 
Club has not actively campaigned for 
the ERA in Missoula but has raised 
money for its national organization 
to print and distribute educational 
materials on the ERA in the 14 states 
c u r r e n t ly  c o n s id e r in g  th e  
amendment.
Hart said she spends about 10 hours 
a week promoting the ERA. The 
league has sponsored a panel dis­
cussion and has helped with several 
workshops across the state, she said. 
The league is* also part of the 
ratification council's speaker's 
bureau. Hart said the speaker’s 
bureau has contacted most groups 
around Missoula, and bureau 
members have volunteered to speak 
about the ERA at the groups’ 
meetings and luncheons. Quite a few 
groups have accepted the offer, and 
this keeps the league busy, she said.
Voorhees said in one four-day 
period, she gave six ERA speeches.
When the legislature convenes, the 
league will begin an active campaign 
of letters and telephone calls to 
senators, Hart said.
Voorhees said the Missoula league 
has raised money for the state 
ratification council to promote the 
ERA in Eastern Montana since there 
are no large active groups there ex­
cept for a NOW chapter in Great 
Falls.
Nancy Orr, treasurer of the Missoula 
NOW chapter, said NOW has started 
an information series on the ERA. 
She said the group has scheduled a 
panel or speaker each Thursday 
evening until January to give the 
public, more information on the 
amendment. One topic was how 
Montana laws would be affected by 
the amendment. Other topics in­
clude religion and the role of a 
housewife and how they are affected 
by the amendment.
NOW is also sponsoring a telephone 
answering service. By dialing Cen­
tral Answering Service, 543-5111, a 
caller is connected to a NOW 
member who will try to answer ques-
Gambling: may be 
repeat of last session
By Frank Danichek
Special to the Review
The last legis lative  assembly 
authorized a ten-member interim 
committee to study gambling. This 
committee was to submit a report to 
the entire legislature with a "ma­
jority” recommendation as to what 
types of gaming would be feasible for 
Montana.
During the summer, the interim com­
mittee held public meetings in three 
Montana cities. Meetings in Missoula 
and Miles City provided little factual 
in form ation  about gam bling. 
However, the Great Falls meeting 
produced expert-testimony from two 
sources. Nevada officials gave in­
formation and advice on their form of 
corporate casino gaming.
Emanuel Gnat, a representative of 
Mathmatica Inc., testified about the 
many different forms of gambling. 
He also advised the committee on 
types of gaming most desirable for
Gnat stressed the point, as the 
Nevada officials did, that Montana 
does not possess a huge population 
base on its border like Nevada’s 
neighbors—about 21 m illion  
Californians. He maintained that 
Montana would only draw from 
neighboring states with a population 
base of 6 or 7 million people.
In making this point on population, 
the Mathmatica representative in­
dicated that to enjoy a corporate 
casino system a state not only must 
have large population centers close 
by, but also be willing to abdicate a 
strong centralized control of gaming. 
However, a state lottery provides the 
state with easy centralized control 
through computers, he said.
Gnat also lectured the committee on 
the different forms of gaming such as 
bingo, sports betting, sports card 
betting, numbers game, raffles, race 
betting, off-track betting, casino 
gaming, punch boards and pinball
tions about the ERA or find out the 
answers if they are not immediately 
available.
Although the ACLU ‘ has been 
somewhat active in the projects of 
the other groups, its major ERA pro­
ject was coordinating Women’s 
Rights Week, held Monday through 
Friday, according to Bob Campbell,
machines. Throughout his tes­
timony, Gnat seemed to be stressing 
that the issue before the committee 
was to decide direction, either 
towards a strong control factor like 
lotteries or towards a more laissez- 
faire sector of “high action” modes of 
gaming like casinos, race betting, 
“ per event” sports betting, sports 
pool betting and pinball machines.
Gnat’s testimony centered around 
the notion that there is "a general 
trend” among states considering 
gambling legislation. They are not 
only going into gaming in “a low 
investment mode,” he claimed, but 
also want a “high return with fast set­
up systems." A state lottery would 
cost about $300,000 to set up, with 
the state getting a quick return within 
three or four months, he said.
After the Great Falls meeting the 
Joint Senate-House Select Com­
mittee on Gambling retired to Helena 
for deliberations on a report to  be 
submitted to the full assembly.
The ten-man interim committee met 
early this fall and concluded their 
work this week. They approved a bill 
to provide $350,000 to set up a state 
lottery. The other approved bills 
were to legalize and regulate certain 
card games, bingo and raffles.
The committee, however, failed to 
come up with a clear majority vote 
recommendation. Senate Majority 
Leader Neil Lynch, D-Butte, notified 
the press that he intends to introduce 
a minority report, based on House 
Bill 507. This bill was called the “ Lit­
tle casino bill" in the last legislative 
session because it proposed most 
forms of casino gambling. HB 507 
was designed so that proposals 
within the bill can be easily 
eliminated or included. The bill em­
phas izes  p u n c h b o a rd s , s lo t 
machines, sports pools and pinball 
machines. <
Representative J. D. Lynch of Butte 
te rm e d  th e  c o m m it te e ’ s 
deliberations “a farce.”  Indeed, the 
charge has merit in that the 
legislature is exactly where it left off 
last spring: a controversy over bingo, 
raffles, and lottery versus slot 
machines and pinball machines.
The 44th Legislative Assembly will 
be faced with an “ instant replay" of 
last session’s fued. Puritan 
legis lato rs and opponents to  
legalized gaming will hold to 
Haywood Hale B roun ’s wry 
observation that “The urge to gamble 
is so universal and its practice so 
pleasurable that I assume it must be 
evil."
Indignant proponents will certainly 
agree with the philosopher John 
Stuart Mill who wrote "The onlyl 
purpose for which power can be 
rig h tfu lly  exercised over any 
member of a civilized community 
against his will is to prevent harm to 
others. Hisown good, either physical 
or moral, is not a sufficient warrant."
chairman of the Missoula and Mon­
tana ACLU.
Campbell said a number of Montana 
cities were "urged to give wompn 
credit and review women’s rights" 
during that week. Gov. Thomas 
Jbdge and Missoula Mayor Robert 
Brown both proclaimed this week 
Women's Rights Week, Campbell 
said.
Montana has no abortion law
1895 abortion laws to remain valid. 
In his official opinion, WOodahl also 
said, “until such time as the courts
By Dave Stenerson 
Montana Kaimin reporter
Montana has been without abortion 
legislation since May '2 when U.S. 
District Judge Russell Smith ruled 
Montana abortion laws un­
constitutional.
From the date o f the ruling until Nov. 
30 there have been 158 abortions, or 
almost one each day, performed at 
Missoula Community Hospital, ac­
cording to Vince Powers, the hos­
pital’s administrator.
The other two hospitals in Missoula, 
Missoula General and St. Patrick, do 
not perform abortions.
Smith’s ruling reversed an opinion 
handed down last spri ng by Montana 
Attorney General Bob Woodahl 
upholding the state’s 78-year-old 
abortion laws. Woodahl said the laws 
were valid despite a Jan. 22 ruling of 
the U.S. Supreme Court concerning 
the subject.
The Supreme Court said in its 
decision that a state may not 
interfere with the right o f a woman to 
obtain an abortion during the first six 
months of pregnancy. Specifically, 
the decision states that the state can­
not interfere for the first three 
months; it can interfere during the 
second three months only in regulat­
ing procedure, that is, procedure 
"reasonably related to maternal 
health," such as supervising the 
licensing of physicians or locations 
where an abortion  may be 
performed. The state can interfere 
the last three months to protect the 
fetus if the mother is not in danger of 
physical harm.
Woodahl said he believes the 
Supreme Court ruling was a mistake 
and did not apply to Montana. He 
urged the legislature to “ reaffirm the 
tradition of the state o f Montana to 
protect every human life whether un­
born or aged, healthy or sick."
The 1973 legislature did not adopt an 
abortion bill submitted by Hal 
Harper, R-Helena, thus allowing the
< ^ i
rule directly on Montana’s criminal 
abortion provisions, the law remains 
valid and in full force and effect." 
Bob Campbell, Missoula attorney 
and chairman of the Montana 
American Civil Liberties Union, 
represented an abortion case citing 
the Supreme Court ruling and 
received Judge Smith’s favorable 
decision last spring.
Campbell said Tuesday there was 
“no doubt” abortion legislation 
would be introduced' at the 1974 
legislative assembly. He added that 
this time he “hopes the legislators 
will recognize the need" to adopt 
abortion legislation similar to the 
decision of the high court.
He said he is confident such 
legislation will pass this time. The 
legislators, he said, will have to 
realize that Montana is a part of the 
United States and must abide by 
Supreme Court decisions.
"People are blinded by prejudice and 
emotion," he said, without realizing 
the necessities of adopting realistic 
laws.
Campbell added that “no matter 
what Woodahl thinks privately or 
religiously," he must make his 
decisions according to the law.
It is obvious, Campbell said, that 
Montana can "get along”  without a 
law restricting abortion, because it 
has had no law since May.
The cost o f an abortion in Missoula 
varies somewhat, depprfding on who 
performs it.
A secretary fo r Dr. T.J. Campbell 
said his office charges $125. The 
Western Montana Clinic has a $225 
fee, according to a secretary.
Sydney MacIntyre, of Planned 
Parenthood of Missoula Inc., said 
Montana abortion prices are higher 
than other states. An abortion can be 
obtained in Washington state for 
about $75, she said.
Legislators will debate on number of no-fault bills
By Rich Landers
Montana Kaimin reporter
The Montana Legislature apparently 
favors no-fault auto insurance, but 
lawyers and insurance firms are 
making it hard for the legislators to 
determine which of the five no-fault 
proposals currently under con­
sideration to enact.
All five bills are intended to im­
plement a no-fault insurance system 
in which each motorist insures 
himself and in the event of accident 
c o lle c ts  fro m  h is  c o m p a n y  
regardless of fault. Generally, the. 
idea is to eliminate sometimes time- 
consuming and costly litigation to 
provide better service at lower 
prices.
The lawyers and the insurance 
agents are at the base of the con­
troversy between the plans. The 
lawyers contend the right to sue for 
further relief is absolutely necessary 
for the protection of citizens; in­
surance men claim separate suits 
will destroy the no-fault concept and 
raise insurance rates.
The bills currently being considered 
are'
•  SB 38, sponsored by Senate Ma­
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jo rity Leader Neil Lynch, D-Butte, 
provides for deductible medical 
benefits and wage loss compen­
sation; authorizes some separate 
lawsuits.
•  HB 250, sponsored by Reps. 
Harrison Fagg, R-Billings, and John 
Hall, D-Great Falls. Backed by the in­
surance industry, provides wage loss 
and unlimited medical compen­
sation; restricts private damage 
suits.
• SB 80, sponsored by Luke 
McKeon, D-Anaconda, is patterned 
after Maryland's plan and is sup? 
ported by lawyers’ groups; provides 
limited no-fault benefits and allows 
private lawsuits.
•  SB 81, sponsored by McKeon; the 
so-called “ free choice bill'' follows 
the Delaware no-fault plan and also 
has support from lawyers’ groups; 
makes optional no-fault benefits 
available to policyholders and 
retains the right to sue.
•  SB 331, sponsored by Lynch and 
McKeon, was originally patterned 
after Oregon's no-fault plan and had 
strong support from the Montana Bar 
and Trial ‘ Lawyers’ associations. 
However, a sub-committee o f the
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Joint Judiciary Committee rewrote 
the bill to  include other provisions. 
Sen. Glen Drake, R-Helena, said 
Wednesday that the b ill was “newly 
created” but submitted under theold 
name (SB 331) so it would be con­
sidered more quickly (by not being 
reintroduced).
SB 331 has been recommended by 
the Joint Judiciary Committee and 
apparently has an edge on the other 
no-fault proposals.
Drake said that SB 331 would provide 
for mandatory no-fault insurance 
(proof o f no-fault insurance must be 
presented before the car could be 
registered). He said the b ill does not 
take away tort liability, but court 
judgment granting compensation to 
a person suing for damages would be 
deducted from the claim the in­
surance company must pay.
Drake said the proposal would be 
self-enforcing if enacted because a 
“ high penalty” would be inflicted oh 
a person involved in a car accident 
who was not covered by no-fault in­
surance.
The legislators do have one other op­
tion—do nothing and rely on 
national no-fault legislation which is 
currently being considered.
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Pot cultivation law will be debated Many environmental bills left from last year
By John Corwin 
Montana Kaimin reporter
During the last session of the Mon­
tana legislature House Bill 451, 
which would remove the criminal 
penalties for possession of small 
amounts of marijuana, was in­
troduced.
The bill was amended several times 
and eventually killed.
Its principle sponsor was Rep. 
George Turman, former Republican 
mayor of Missoula. Other sponsors 
of the bill were Reps. Michael Greely, 
D-Great Falls, Barbara Bennetts, D- 
Helena, and Gary Marbut, R-Mis­
soula.
The bill did not allow the sale or dis­
tribution of marijuana. It did permit 
the possession of less than 60 grams 
of marijuana and less than one gram 
of hashish.
The bill provided that any amount up 
to 480 grams of marijuana and five 
grams of hashish would be treated as 
a misdemeanor and handled by a jus­
tice of the peace.
Possession of more than these 
amounts would be a felony and han­
dled by a district judge.
Greely said the bill goes along with 
the ’ recommendations of President 
Nixon’s advisory committee on 
drugs.
Robert Campbell, a Missoula* at­
torney and Montana chairman for the 
Young Lawyer's Drug Abuse 
Education Program, said that the 
Montana chapter of the National 
Organization for the Reform of Mari­
juana Laws (NORML) presently is 
working on a new bill to introduce in 
the next legislature.
Campbell said the bill will resemble 
the Oregon law, which has a $100 
fine, called a social discouragement 
for minimal use.
The local chapter of NORML is 
sending all state legislators a fact 
sheet, a National Review (William F. 
Buckley’s conservative magazine) 
article that fayore decriminalization 
of marijuana and a questionnaire. | 
The questionnaire w ill help 
determine the legislators’ positions 
on marijuana decriminalization.
Turman said that because the bill 
was defeated in the last meeting of 
the legislation that it probably won’t 
be considered in the 1974 meeting.
Turman said any new changes that 
the legislators consider probably will 
concern the cultivation of marijuana 
and its present life sentence penalty.
Turman said that in his opinion a 
general misunderstanding of mari­
juana and political expediency will 
sink the legalization of marijuana 
campaign. He said he personally is 
working for the decriminalization of 
marijuana.
Turman said he is working against 
the “capricious identification of 
persons as criminals" in relation to 
the crime.
Missoula County Sheriff John Moe, 
said in an interview Monday that the 
present law states that anyone in 
possession of less than 60 grams of 
marijuana or one gram or less of 
hashish can be arrested with a “ high" 
misdemeanor charge. A “high" 
misdemeanor—not to be confused 
with a regular misdemeanor—can
only be handled by a district court 
judge, he said. .
A justice of the peace, whose 
authority is less than a district judge, 
can prosecute only if the offense is 
less than a $500 fine or a six month 
jail term, he said.
According to Moe a JP could 
sometimes be more harsh than a dis­
trict judge concerning penalties and 
fines.
Under the federal and Montana state 
laws simple possession or posses­
sion with intpnt to sell or distribute 
marijuana is a criminal offense.
The Montana statute states that 60 
grams or less or marijuana and 1 
gram or less of hashish is a 
misdemeanor. Possession of more 
than these amounts is a felony.
The intent to sell or cultivate mari­
juana can warrant a jail sentence of 
one year to life irt prison.
The first offense penalty for posses­
sion of marijuana can be one year in 
jail and/or a $1,000 fine.
For a second offense conviction of 
possession a person can receive a 
sentence of three years in jail and/or 
a $1,000 fine.
The federal Controlled Substances 
Act of 1970 states that a person ac­
cused of simple possession of mari­
juana can receive up to one year in 
jail and a fine of $5,000 for the first 
offense. For the second offense a 
person can receive up to two years in 
jail and a $10,000 fine.
The first offense sentence for the 
intent to sell or the distribution of 
marijuana to an adult can be five 
years in jail and a $15,000 fine, and 10 
years in jail and a $30,000 fine for the 
second offense.
The first and second offense sen- 
tencings for the sale and distribution 
to a minor can be 10 years in jail with 
a $30,000 fine and 15 years in jail and 
a $45,000 fine.
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E E O 4  R E S E N T
By Gary MacFadden
Montana Kaimin reporter
At the top of the environmental is­
sues in the 1973 legislative session 
were The Montana Utility Siting Act 
and the Montana Strip Mining and 
Reclamatioh Act.
The s it in g  a c t, w h ic h  was 
overwhelmingly approved by both 
houses of the legislature, gave the 
state the authority to regulate the 
location of power plants and 
facilities that service the power 
plants, such as rail spurs. The state 
Board of Natural Resources is given 
the power to decide if the new 
facilities are needed.
The board is also charged with mak­
ing the environmental impact studies 
of the proposed facilities before 
granting a building permit.
The Montana Strip Mining and 
Reclamation Act allows the state to:
—Require that mining firms replace 
stripped top soil and provide a 
vegetation cover for the area.
—Approve mining methods and 
reclamation plans before a company 
begins any mining operation.
—Require bonding to insure that 
reclamation will be carried out by the 
mining company.
—Halt any operation not in com- 
plianoe with the law without first 
seeking a court order.
—Guarantee the rights of citizens to 
sue mining companies for damage 
done to underground water supplies.
The mining and reclamation act was 
drafted by the legislature’s Natural 
Resources Committee as a result of 
Gov. Thomas Judge’s request for the 
best reclamation act in the United 
States.
The environmentalists did not come 
out of the legislature with an un­
blemished record, however.
A bill requiring a refund on every 
beverage container sold or offered in 
the state (HB 76) was killed in a 
house committee. Thebillwasaimed 
at cleaning up the litter along road­
sides and reducing the amount of 
reuseable material being sent to 
dumps.
The Montana Environmental Protec­
tion Act, which would allow citizens 
to sue to protect their environment, 
was killed in the Senate by a vote of 
61-35.
A bill which called for a moratorium 
on future surface coal mining ac­
tivities in Montana died 49-50 in a 
final House action. The moratorium, 
sponsored by Dorothy Bradley, D- 
Bozeman, would have lasted until 
1976, and called for studies on all 
aspects of surface mining during this 
interim.
A number of environmental bills have 
been held over for action during the 
1974 legislative session.
Legislation aimed at preserving
' certain rivers from  industria l 
development (Wild and Senic Rivers 
Bill, HB 133) was killed last session 
by a House vote of 42-54.
According to the Environmental In­
formation Center (EIC) in Helena, 
the bill w ill be revived in the 1974ses­
sion. A committee,, chaired by Rep. 
Francis Bardanouve, D-Harlem, has 
been studying the bill during the 
interim, and will present a revised 
version of the bill during the next ses­
sion.
The Montana Natural Areas Act is 
another holdover from the last ses­
sion. It provides for the protection of 
areas which are "affected prirrlarily 
by the forces of nature with the visual
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aspects of human intrusion not 
dominant.” The bill asks that such 
areas and their ecosystems be 
p ro te c te d  fro m  th e  ra p id  
development in Montana.
The Senate Rules and Priority Com­
mittee held over a bill (SB 387) which 
would require the legislature to sub- 
m it  to  M o n ta n a  v o te rs  a 
constitutional amendment lim iting 
mandatory reclamation of lands dis­
turbed by coal mining. According to 
the EIC, the bill would allow miners 
who are operating on private 
property to leave to those areas 
unreclaimed.
The Forest Practices Act (SB 405) 
was another bill held over by the 
Senate Rules and Priority Com­
mittee. This b ill is aimed at con­
trolling the harvesting o f timber and 
related activities, su'ch as the build­
ing of roads and slash disposal. It 
calls for an attempt at maintaining 
soil, air, water and wildlife habitat.
The House Taxation Committee held 
onto a bill that could prove important 
to the Missoula Valley. HB 596, 
proposed by Rep. George Turman, 
R-Missoula, and Rep. John Driscoll, 
D-Ravalli, imposes tax on sulfur 
emissions at a specific rate per 
pound. The rates established by the 
bill are 2.5 cents per pound in 1975; 5 
cents in 1976; 7.5 cents in 1977; and 
10 cents per pound after 1978. The 
bill places the revenue from the tax in 
the state's general fund.
This bill could be important to Mis­
soula because large amounts of 
sulfur are emitted from the Hoerner 
Waldorf pulp mill at Frenchtown.
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